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1 Introduction					      

What is HADFS?
The HADFS is a full hierarchial filing system similar to the NFS and ADFS systems. It runs on any 6502-based BBC computer, with any disk hardware. It is independent of the hardware configuration, adapting its operation to different requirements. HADFS formatted disks contain the ROM image for the system, allowing it to be easily distributed. The only requirements needed are a DFS (any sort) that supports OSWORD &7F to read and write sectors of the disk, and 16K of sideways RAM. As an alternative to the sideways RAM, the ROM image can be blown into an EPROM and permanently installed in the machine. 

HADFS was written and is under continuing revision by:

	Jonathan Harston
	70 Camm Street
	Walkley
	Sheffield
	S6 3TR		EMail: jgh@mdfs.net

and remains wholly copyrighted, ©1990-2012. The program can be freely distributed, as long as the code is not modified, and all copyright and authorship messages remain, and no charge is charged, other than legitimate disk purchase and copying costs. Ownership can be registered by writing to the above address, enclosing £5. This entitles you to a full printed reference manual and to immediate code updates. You are under no obligation to register, and you can probably manage with the manual contained these files.

Definitions
Within this text, the following terms are used:

Press means press, ie put your finger on the key, push down, and then release, as in: Press "X".

Type means a succession of presses, ie pressing each individual key, as in: Type "fred". It does not mean press Return at the end.

Enter means type, and then press the Return key, ie enter in something, as in: Enter the filename.

Return refers to the key labelled RETURN (or sometimes ENTER).

Shift refers to the key labelled SHIFT.

Ctrl refers to the key labelled CTRL, and is called the control key.

Delete refers to the key labelled DELETE.

Break refers to the Break key.

Shift-Break means press the Break key while holding down the Shift key. The Shift key on its own does not do anything, so don't be afraid to hold it down longer than necessary. In fact, this is to be recommended.

Ctrl-Break means press the Break key while holding down the Ctrl key, similar to above.

K is a unit of storage size, being 1,024 bytes.

M is a unit of storage size, being 1024K, being 1,048,576 bytes.

G is a unit of storage size, being 1024M, being 1,048,576K, being 1,073,741,824 bytes.
Text conventions
Within this manual, different styles of printing are used to differentiate between different things:

Ordinary text appears like this.

Text that appears on the screen, including error messages, *commands you type in and filenames appears in bold, like this:

	*CAT

Program names, specifying one of the HADFS programs appears in italics, like this: HUtils.

Subsection headings look like this: Subject
Startup
There are two types of HADFS disk. There is an HADFS data disk, which just contains data, and an HADFS system disk. The only difference is the presence of an HADFSROM file on the HADFS disk. On booting up an HADFS disk for the first time with Shift-Break (or Shift-D-Break), any HADFS ROM image is loaded in and the machine is reset again. This only needs to be done if the ROM image is not present in an EPROM. If it is, then it is already present at power-on.

Unless otherwise stated, the manual will assume that the ROM image is in the machine, either in sideways RAM, or in an EPROM. If a second processor is attached when loading in the ROM image, then the message Press Break to reset Tube is given, and the Break key should be pressed to reset the second processor.

An HADFS data disk does not have the ROM image on, thereby releasing 16K of space for extra files. In all other respects, HADFS data and system disks are identical. Once HADFS is in your machine, it can be selected by *HADFS or by H-Break.

Compatability
I have written and tested HADFS on a variety of machines, with a variety of DFSs. At the moment, the DFSs I've tested it with have been Acorn, Watford, Opus DDOS and Electron ACP DFS, so I can't guarantee that it will work on others, but if it provides all the legal calls needed by HADFS, it will work. I have used HADFS on the following machines:
	Electron, ACP DFS
	BBC, DFS 0.90
	BBC, DFS 1.20
	BBC, Watford DFS 1.43, 1.44
	BBC B+, DFS 2.10
	BBC B/B+, Opus DDOS 4 with keyboard link 2 set
	Master, DFS 2.24, 2.26, 2.29
	Master Compact, DFS 2.24

also with:
	Aries-B32 sideways RAM
	Watford ROM/RAM board
	Solidisk sideways RAM
	Solidisk DFS (limited testing)
	6502 second processor (BBC and Master)
	Z80 second processor (BBC and Master)
	32016 second processor (BBC)
	ARM second processor (BBC and Master)

Shadow screens are recognised on:
	Master computers
	Aries-B32
	Integra-B shadow RAM
	Watford 32K RAM card

HADFS needs the OSWORD call &7F provided by Acorn DFSs to read and write to disks. I haven't yet been able to test it properly on an Electron, as although I have a disk interface for it, I haven't got a Plus-One, so I can't plug it in. You are welcome to copy HADFS and give it to your friends, etc., as long as none of the code or files are changed.








System Startup Software
The System Startup disk contains all the software needed to start using HADFS. The disk contains the following directories:

 Manual	containing text files of this manual
 Utils 	contains HADFS utility programs DMap, HDInit, HEdit, HUtils,
			MCat, MkIntern, MkMap, Rescue, SetDate, VisCompact, Wiper.
 Library	contains three groups of utility commands:
—	HADFS commands: *BACKUP, *COMPACT, *Copy, *Disks, *Files.
—	File commands:  *CLoad, *CSave, *ETree, *FileInfo, *Filer, *PrList,
	*Repeat, *ScrLoad, *ScrSave, *SetExec, *SetLoad, *SetType, *SrLoad,
	*SrSave, *Stamp, *TreeCopy, *TxSave.
—	Utility commands: *Break, *Crunch, *disp, *Explode, *KeyLoad, *KeySave
	*Link, lp.*, *lpS, *MakeLP, *MCode, *MDump, *Mouse, *Obey, pc8s,
	*Repair, *ROMS, *Scroll, *Show, *Vlist.
—	BASIC Programming library: BLib.*
 Extras	contains various extras including demonstrations of using HADFS
	and HADFS extensions. Includes DemoArgs, DemoGbPb, Examine,
	FSTest, MMCHADFS, RSImgFile, RSLink/s, Support/s.

Formats Available
HADFS is available in the following formats:

ISBN 978-1-899366-00-2 Manual, 400K 5¼" disk, 400K 3½" disk and EPROM

On special request, the startup disk can be supplied on 5¼" disks as:
		2*5¼" 1*80trk 200K disks AB and CD	   £5.00
		2*5¼" 2*40trk 200K disks AB and CD	   £5.00
		4*5¼" 1*40trk 100K disks A, B, C and D	   £5.00

 The software is split over the disks as:
		A: Utils and small Library
		B: Library, Extras
		C: Manual Chapters 1 to 5 and small Library
		D: Manual Chapters 6 to 10 and small Library













2 The Filing System			             

What is a filing system?
Almost all computer applications need some kind of access to an external storage medium, for example a disk, to save information. The most common reason for this is that the computer does not remember what is in its memory after it has been switched off. Also, some programs may need to use large amounts of data that will not all fit into memory at the same time. To use this external data, some means of accessing it must be provided in order to retrieve or modify existing items and to create new items. The items are refered to as files. A filing system provides a convenient way of performing these tasks.
What about DFS?
Many BBC series computers are fitted with DFS to access disks with. DFS is useful, but suffers from one major limitation. You are only allowed to have 31 files on each disk (62 if you count both sides of a disk). You could use ADFS, but that requires different hardware. HADFS allows you to use the existing DFS hardware and uses a modified DFS-format disk to provide a full hierarchial disk-based filing system.
Directories and subdirectories
HADFS is a hierarchial filing system. What this means is that the disk can contain files and directories. Directories are collections of files and can also contain more directories, or subdirectories. The structure is called a 'tree' because it looks like an upside-down tree. Everything starts at the 'root', which, being upside-down, is at the top. The root directory is called $. This diagram, which shows part of the HADFS System disk, shows the root directory containing several subdirectories, Extras, Manual, Library and Utils. Library and Utils in turn each have files and subdirectories of their own.

						╔═══╗
						║ $ ║ (Root directory)
						╚═╤═╝
     ┌─────────┬────┴────┬─────────┬─────────┐
 ┌───┴───┐╔════╧═══╗╔════╧═══╗╔════╧════╗╔═══╧═══╗
 │ !Boot │║ Extras ║║ Manual ║║ Library ║║ Utils ║
 └───────┘╚════════╝╚════════╝╚════╤════╝╚═══╤═══╝
    ┌───────┬────────┬───────┬─────┘  ┌──────┴──┐
┌───┴──┐┌───┴───┐┌───┴───┐╔══╧═╗  ┌───┴───┐┌────┴───┐
│ Copy ││ Disks ││ ETree │║ lp ║  │ HEdit ││ HUtils │
└──────┘└───────┘└───────┘╚═╤══╝  └───────┘└────────┘
                ┌───────┬───┴───┬──────┐
              ┌─┴──┐┌───┴───┐┌──┴─┐┌───┴───┐
              │ a4 ││ nlqa4 ││ 66 ││ nlq66 │
              └────┘└───────┘└────┘└───────┘
When HADFS is first used, or a *MOUNT command is used, the $ directory becomes the 'Currently Selected Directory', or CSD. When you type *CAT or *. a catalogue of the CSD is displayed. You can also show other directories by giving the *. command a directory name, eg:

	*CAT Library  or
	*.Utils
Moving around the directory structure
For directories to be useful, you have to 'move around' and create new directories. The *DIR command is used to change the CSD and move around the directory tree, for example to make the root the CSD, use:

	*DIR $

You can use pathnames of any length, eg:

	*DIR $.Library.lp

If you want to move back 'up' the directory tree, you use the ^ symbol, pronounced 'up'. Suppose you had set the CSD to $.Library.lp using the above command, then 

	*DIR ^

would move you back to $.Library. You can also select another disk by starting the pathname with :, so for example

	*DIR :1

would set the CSD to $ on drive 1.
Creating directories
You can create new directories anywhere on the disk using the *CDIR command. As an example

	*CDIR $.Utils.Games

would create the directory Games inside the Utils directory. If the CSD was already set to $.Utils, you could use

	*CDIR Games

for the same effect. Once you have created a directory, you can move into it with the *DIR command and move back out of it with *DIR ^.
Wildcards
A means of abbreviating long names is provided by the 'wildcard' facility. The wildcards are # and *. The * character is used to ignore everything after the position it is used in. For instance

	*INFO Let*

would show the information on the first object that started with the letters 'Let'. If would match Letters, Lettace and Lettings. The # character matches to any character for one position only. For instance

	*INFO F##D

would match Food, Find, Ford or Fred. It would not match Finds, Fly or Feeding.

Access codes
Files and directories have associated with them an access code which descibes what operations can be done on them. These are:

	D - Directory. This is a directory which may contain more files and
	directories.

	R - Read. If this letter is present, the file can be read using LOAD or
	OPENIN, or can be run using *RUN or *name.

	W - Write. If this letter is absent, the file cannot be written to with
	OPENOUT. The file can however be overwritten with SAVE.

	L - Locked. A locked file cannot be deleted or renamed and cannot be 
	overwritten with SAVE. Directories are locked by default.

	E - Execute. If this option is present, the file can only be run as machine
	code with *name, */name or *RUN. If the Execute option is set, the 
	Read option is masked out.

	P - Private. This can make an entry invisible to a user that does not own
	the directory. By default, the whole disk is owned.

Each file has two sets of access codes. The ones to the left of the '/' are the owner's access code, the ones to the right are the public's access codes. In general use, you will only need to be concerned with the owner codes as the entire disk is owned by you. See Chapter 4 for more information.





The *ACCESS comand allows a file's access code to be changed:

	*ACCESS DATA LWR	Allows the file to be read and written with
							OPEN, but cannot be renamed, deleted or
							overwritten with SAVE.

	*ACCESS PROG WR/R	Allows the file to be read by anyone, but
							can be written to with OPEN only by its
							owner. It can be deleted, overwritten or
							renamed (only by its owner).

The default attributes are WR/wr for a file and L for a directory.
Deleting, renaming and copying
When a file is no longer needed, it can be deleted from the disk. This releases the space it used for use by other files. The *DELETE command removes a single named entry from a directory; the filename must not have any wildcards in it. For example:

	*DELETE Rubbish

You cannot delete a file which has been locked with the 'L' access code. To successfully delete such a file, the access must be removed, eg:

	*ACCESS data
	*DELETE data

Directories are created locked, and they must also be empty when you delete them.

Being able to rename files is very useful, as it can be used not only to change the name of a file, but to move it around the directory structure. The *RENAME command is followed by the old filename, and then the new filename. The command

	*RENAME old new

will change the file old to have the name new. Furthermore, the command

	*RENAME test $.Programs.test

actually moves the file test from the CSD to the directory $.Programs. You can also change the name of a file while moving it, so

	*RENAME OldFile ^.NewFile

will move OldFile into the directory above the CSD, and change its name to NewFile. Directories as well as files can be renamed like this. You cannot use wildcards in the newname part of a *RENAME command and you cannot rename a directory into a subdirectory of itself.
The *COPY command makes a copy of a file whilst retaining the original. The command is followed by the source filename, and the the destination filename. An example would be:

	*COPY ThisFile $.Data.ThatFile

*COPY uses as much unused shadow memory as possible to transfer the file and avoids using the program memory. If you want to copy lots of files, or copy files between different disks in the same drive or between different filing systems, the TreeCopy program should be used, see Chapter 5. In current versions of HADFS, the *COPY command is a transient command in the system Library directory.
Libraries
When a *command is issued, the MOS and sideways ROMs fitted in the computer are searched to find a match. If the command cannot be found there, then it is passed on to the filing system. HADFS looks in the CSD for a file of the name. If it cannot find one, then it looks in the currently selected library directory, the LIB. By default, the LIB is set to a directory called Library on the default drive or the drive mounted on. To specify a new library, the *LIB command is used, eg:

	*LIB $.Utils

You could set the LIB to be the same as the CSD by using @, which refers to the CSD:

	*LIB @
File and disk information
HADFS knows more things about each file that is shown in the display given by *CAT. The *INFO command displays this extra information. The result of a *INFO command might look like this:

 Chapter1  FFFFFF00 FFFFFFFF  001B78  WR/WR  28/12/1993  00078B

The numbers shown are the load address, the execution address and the length, then the access code, date and sector address. There is also a command *EX which does a *INFO on all the entries in the specified directory.

A special instance of the *INFO command will get information on the disk. Using *INFO $ could give a display like:

  $          00006400 00015556   000300  DL/    28/12/1993  000047

The load address is the disk size, the execution address holds the disk flags in the top 16 bits and the disk ID in the bottom 16 bits, and the date is the date the disk was *INSTALLed.

Disks have only a finite amount of space on them. To find out how much space is available, the *FREE command is used. A typical display would be:

	>*FREE
	0001A4 Sectors =   107,520 bytes free
	00049C Sectors =   302,808 bytes used

The first hexadecimal figures are the number of sectors free or used, the decimal number is the space in bytes.
Formatting disks
Before a new disk can be used, it must be formatted. Blank disks are like a blank piece of paper, formatting it is like drawing lines on it. Note that formatting completely erases everything that may be on a disk, so if you accidently format a disk that already has information on it, there is no way to recover its contents.

To format an HADFS disk, you use the *FORM command, followed by the number of tracks. The most common size is double-sided 80 tracks, making 160 tracks in total, so you would use:

	*FORM160 0

to format the disk in drive 0. Before formatting, you are asked to confirm the operation:

	Format drive 0
	Go? (Y/N)

You must respond by pressing Y. Anything else will abort the process. Once a disk has been formatted, it can be used immediately. Freshly formatted disks are Data disks with the title '(Untitled)'. This can be changed using *TITLE or *INSTALL. If you want the disk to be a system disk, you must copy the HADFSROM file into the root directory, or use *INSTALL, for example:

	*INSTALL 0 $ NewDisk 400K

This installs the system files onto the disk in drive 0, setting its title to 'NewDisk'.

Non-floppy disks, such as hard drives and RAM disks, usually do not need formatting or will be supplied with a program to format them. You then just need to initialise the drive with the *INSTALL command. For instance, to install HADFS on a 16M hard disk in drive 4, use:

	*INSTALL 4 $ IDEDisk4 16384K



Autostart
Sometimes it is useful to make a program automatically start when you first use a disk. This can be done using a file called !Boot and the *OPT4 command. This file can be in any directory, but the most common place for it is in the $ directory. When you log on to a directory using *I AM, then the boot option set with *OPT4 is looked at and the !Boot file is loaded, run or executed. Pressing Shift-Break is the same as doing

	*I AM BOOT

If there is no $.BOOT directory, then the $ directory is logged into. Doing *I AM is similar to doing *MOUNT <drv> then *DIR <dir>.
Changing disks
An important fact to realise is that HADFS stores some disk information in memory, and that information will stay there even if the disk is removed from the drive. For example, if you take a disk out, and put a different one in the same drive and try to do

	*CAT

you will get a listing from the previous disk. If you try to write or save anything, or select another directory, a Disk changed error will occur. You have to inform the computer that you have changed the disk. You do this using *BYE and *MOUNT. *BYE closes all open files, and then goes into a 'dismounted' state. After using *BYE, all disks can be removed and replaced. *MOUNT forgets all information, and selects a new drive. If no parameter is given, then the default drive (usually drive 0) is selected. If a drive parameter is given, then that drive is selected. *BYE is the same as *CLOSE followed by *MOUNT.
Special characters
$ means 'root directory' and points to the top of the directory tree.

^ means 'parent directory' and points to the directory that is the parent of the current one. The parent of the $ directory is $.

% means 'library directory' and points to the directory set with *LIB or the one selected after doing *MOUNT, *BYE or *I AM.

& means 'user root directory' and points to the directory set with *I AM.

@ means 'current directory', the one selected with *DIR. If a command needs a directory and you need to select the CSD, you use this, eg using *LIB @ makes the library directory the same as the currently selected directory.

: means 'drive', and is followed by a drive number. Drive numbers can be from 0 to 9, and A to V.
Commands on other systems
MSDOS disks have a similar directory structure, but the commands to move around it are slightly different. In summary:

Operation:			 BBC			  MSDOS
	Show this directory:	 *CAT or *CAT @	  DIR or DIR .
	Move down a directory:*DIR name	 	  CD name 
	Move up a directory:	 *DIR ^			  CD ..
	Move to another drive:	 *DIR :d		  CD d:
	To change a disk:	 *MOUNT or *MOUNT d  <Ctrl>-C








































3 Filing system commands			      

HADFS provides a variety of commands used to access HADFS disks. The following pages describe these commands. They are all * commands, and so must be at the end of a program line, or accessed using OSCLI from BASIC. Some of the commands are provided by HADFS as filing system commands, some of them are provided by HADFS as general utility commands, and some are provided by the MOS, which communicates with the HADFS filing system to implement them. There are also some commands that are in DFS on BBC Bs and in the MOS in Masters. There are also transient commands which are loaded from disk to run them. The commands are labelled as Filing, Utility, MOS, Transient or DFS/MOS. 

All HADFS commands can be prefixed with H to prevent clashes. Commands can be prefixed with \ to pass it to the filing system only as with SJ file servers. They will not be searched for on the disk or passed to other ROMs if they are not matched. HADFS commands can be terminated by any non-letter, so *DIR $ is the same as *DIR$, but *DIR FRED cannot be shorted to *DIRFRED, this would look for a command file DIRFRED.
Command Syntax
The syntax abbeviations used in these descriptions, and in *HELP messages are as follows:

	<afsp>				ambiguous file. A filename or directory name that
						can include the wildcard characters # and *.
	<fsp>				file specifier. A filename or directory name that does
						not include the wildcard characters # and *.
	<src>				source filename/dirname/drive.
	<dest>				destination filename/dirname/drive.
	<dir>				a directory.
	<acc>				a user account number.
	<aux>				an auxilary user account number.
	<drv>				a drive number.

If a syntax abbreviation appears in brackets, this indicates that it is optional.
Filenames and pathnames
Filenames can consist of one to ten alphanumeric characters, containing no spaces, and none of the following special characters which are reserved and cannot be used in filenames: ", #, $, %, &, ^, :, *, . and @. The following characters are valid in filenames and will be valid in future versions: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, !, _, (, ), ?, +, -. Any other characters not specifically mentioned in this list should be avoided if you want to copy files to other filing systems.




Pathnames consist of one or more filenames separated by ., optionally including the following absolute directory reference characters:

		$		root directory, and disk prefix. Identical to :.
		:		root directory, and disk prefix. Identical to $.
		%		library directory (LIB).
		&		user root directory (URD).
		@		currently selected directory (CSD).
		^		parent directory.

So the pathname %.FREDDY refers to the file FREDDY in the library directory, and :1.HELLO or $1.HELLO refers to the file HELLO in the root directory of drive 1. The $ and : can be used interchangably. The % character on its own refers to the Library, otherwise it can be used as any other character, for instance %PrintQ.

The following wildcard characters are used:

	#	matches any one character
	*	maches any characters

*/<afsp> (<parameters>)			    MOS
*/ is an abbreviation for *RUN except that *RUN only checks the current directory and */ checks the current directory and the library directory as with unrecognised *commands. It is normally used to prefix a command to prevent a ROM version being used and force a disk-based version to be used.
*\<command> (<parameters>)		    MOS
If a command is prefixed with \ it is checked against HADFS's filing system commands and is not passed on to the filing system. They will not be searched for on the disk or passed to other ROMs if they are not matched. This is the same as with SJ Fileservers.
*|<comment>				    MOS
A command starting with | is a comment and is entirely ignored.








*ACCESS <afsp> <access>		                    Filing
This command changes the access string on a file, eg

	*ACCESS MATHS WR/R

Each letter in the access string refers to a different type of access allowed to the file: 

	L – Locked	=> The file cannot be deleted or overwritten or renamed.
	W – Write		=> The file can be written to using random access.
	R – Read 		=> The file can be read with LOAD or random access and can
						be executed with *, */ or *RUN.
	P – Private	=> The file cannot be seen by non-owners.
	E – Execute	=> The file can be executed with *, */ or *RUN. If there is no
						Read option, then the file can only be executed, and
						is a run-only file.

The / character separates the owner's access (on the left) from the public access (on the right). You are the owner of a file if you own the directory that it is in. When a disk is *INSTALLed or *FORMatted, you own the whole disk. Ownership is changed using the *ACCOUNT command, and allows you to segregate files and simulate an network server environment using local disk drives. Saving a file on top of an existing file does not change the file's access setting.
*ACCOUNT <afsp> <acc> (<aux>)	                    Filing
This sets the hexadecimal main an auxilary account numbers of an entry. The auxilary account number is specified in brackets, eg *ACCOUNT $ 0 (0). Account numbers are 12-bit numbers, so can be 0 to FFF. On small disks only the ownership of directories can be set. If a file is specified it is ignored, and any auxiliarly account number is ignored. With large disks the account numbers of both files and directories can be set. When a disk is *MOUNTed, your account number is reset to 0, so to own any objects in directories that have had the account number changed, you must log into them using *I AM.
*BACKUP <src> <dest>		               Program
*BACKUP makes an identical copy of a disk. It is implemented as a transient program and is described in Chapter 5.
*BUILD <fsp>			             DFS/MOS
*BUILD opens a new file with the specified name and all subsequent lines of keyboard input are directed to the file. Input is terminated by pressing Escape.

*BYE				                    Filing
This closes any open files and dismounts all the disks. You should always use this (or *MOUNT) before changing a disk.
*CAT (<dir>)			                     MOS
The *CAT command provides a list (catalogue) of the files in the selected directory. The files are currently not listed in alphabetical order, but it is intended that they will be in the future. The top three lines contain information about the directory being catalogued. With the example below, the first line shows that the directory being catalogued is called PROGRAMS and the disk it is on is called MyDiskOne. The CSD is the root ($) and the library directory is called Library.

	PROGRAMS   (33)     Owner 000
	MyDiskOne           Option 0 (Off)
	Dir. $              Lib. Library

	MATHS      WR/R     GAMES      DL/
	STARTUP    LR/R     START2     R/E
*CDIR <dir>			                    Filing
This command creates a subdirectory. If the specified subdirectory already exists, then the command returns with no errors. If a file already exists with the same name then a File exists error will be generated. The created directory has its access locked.
*CLOSE				              MOS/Util
This closes all open files and ensures any data in buffers is written to disk. It is identical to using CLOSE#0 from BASIC.

*COMPACT (<drv>)		               Program
This compacts a disk creating larger areas of free space. It is implemented as a transient program and is described in Chapter 5.
*COPY <src> <dest>	                    Filing/Transient
On the Master series, this command is supplied in the ROM using the MOS *MOVE command. On the BBC it is run from disk as a library command. It copies a specified file, creating another copy, leaving the original intact, eg:

	*COPY Prog1 $.Fred.OldProg1

The *MOVE-based version uses only the private MOS memory, including any unused shadow screen memory, so the user program area is untouched. The disk-based version uses the HADFS buffers and the CFS and soft key buffers at &900 to &CFF in the I/O processor, so again the user program area is untouched. For copying multiple files and to other filing systems, use the transient program TreeCopy instead. See Chapter 5.
*DELETE <fsp>			                    Filing
This simply deletes an entry from the directory, eg:

	*DELETE FRED

If the file is locked, the error File locked is generated. If you try to delete a directory that has entries in it, the error Dir. not empty is generated. You can only delete files in directories that you own.
*DIR (<dir>)			                    Filing
This command allows you to move between directories, eg:

	*DIR PROGRAMS

The example selects PROGRAMS to be the Currently Selected Directory (CSD). Doing *DIR with no name will reset the CSD to the User Root Directory (URD), this usually being $, or the directory selected with *I AM. The CSD can be refered to in pathnames with @, eg: 

	*RUN @.FRED

This would run the file FRED in the CSD.
*DISABLE <option>		             Transient
The *DISABLE command allows various features to be disabled.

*DISABLE HADFS disables HADFS in the same was as *FX90,6,1.

*DISABLE DFS disables the DFS filing system, while leaving the OSWORD &7F call available. This will usually drop PAGE by &200.

*DISABLE is reversed with *ENABLE.

After using *DISABLE Ctrl-Break has to be pressed.





*DISKS				             Transient
This command lists the names of all the disks present in all the available drives, and the amount of free space on them. A typical display would be:

		>*Disks
		Drv Title           Free   Used
		:0 Documentation      1K   399K
		:1 HADFSSystem       22K   378K
		:4 IDEDRIVE4      32686K    82K
		:I InternalFiles      0K    28K
*DUMP <afsp>			             DFS/MOS
This command displays a hexadecimal and ASCII dump of the named file, with eight bytes per line, preceeded by the displacement from the start of the file. Non-printable characters are displayed as a . character.
*ENABLE (<option>)			   Filing
This command is used without a parameter to enable the dangerous commands *FORM and *INSTALL with the $ parameter. With a parameter it is a transient program used to reverse the functions disabled with *DISABLE.

It should be given before the command is used, eg:

	*ENABLE
	*FORM160 0

If a command is not enabled, then you are asked Go? (Y/N) and a keypress is waited for. Pressing anything other than Y or y will result in the command being abandoned, and a Not Enabled error being generated.

*ENABLE HADFS enables HADFS in the same way as *FX90,6.

*ENABLE DFS enables the DFS filing system after being disabled with *DISABLE DFS.

After using *ENABLE with a parameter, Ctrl-Break has to be pressed.









*EX (<dir>)			           Filing/MOS
This command is similar to doing a *INFO on all the files in the directory. If no directory is given, the CSD is listed. An example would be:

>*EX
$          (69)     Owner 000
MyDiskOne           Option 0 (Off)    Dir. $            Lib. $

!ReadMe    67542742 26533684  002DAD  WR/R   08/10/1989 00004A
Manual1    65524372 38573523  001029  WR/R   08/10/1989 000078
COMPACT    FFFF1900 FFFF8023  00055E  LWR/R  17/10/1989 0000A2
COPYFILES  FFFF1900 FFFF8023  000652  LWR/   18/10/1989 0000A8
*EXEC (<afsp>)			                     MOS
This command reads the specified file in byte by byte as if it were being typed in at the keyboard. This is usually used with *OPT4,3 to *EXEC a !Boot file. If a file's execution address is &FFFFFFFF or the load address if &FFFFFFxx, then attempting to do *RUN <afsp> will do *EXEC <afsp> instead. *EXEC without a filename closes any open *EXEC file.
*FILES					      Util
*Files lists the information on all the currently open files. The display shows each channel's object information, sector start, current pointer, extent, directory sector, disk ID number and allocated space. The object information will be either *CLOSED* or start IN, OT or UP for OPENIN, OPENOUT or OPENUP. The next six bits are the EOF flag, Directory, Write attribute, Read attribute, Output buffer modified, Input buffer present. An example display would be:

>*Files
25  OT..WROI 00:0004E5 PTR=0000002A EXT=00000037 Dir:00004A ID:D951 Alloc=000040
26  IN.D.... 01:000047 PTR=00000000 EXT=00000300 Dir:000047 ID:F01D Alloc=000003
27  UPE.WROI 00:000285 PTR=0000023B EXT=0000023B Dir:0000D3 ID:D951 Alloc=000003
28  *CLOSED* 00:000000 PTR=00000000 EXT=00000000 Dir:000000 ID:0000 Alloc=000000
29  *CLOSED* 00:000000 PTR=00000000 EXT=00000000 Dir:000000 ID:0000 Alloc=000000
*FORMnn <drv>				      Util
This command, which needs to be *ENABLEd, will format a disk in drive 0 or 1. The number of tracks is specified by nn, this can be from 1 to 255, though sensible values would be 40, 80 and 160. The formatted disk is a blank data disk with the title (Untitled). The command can be used without HADFS selected, and if so, the drive parameter can be 0 to 3 which will create a blank DFS disk. As an example,

	*FORM160 0

will format a double-sided 80 track disk. Many disks and disk drives can actually access about 82 tracks, so you could use

	*FORM164 0

to format a double-sided 82 track disk.
*FREE (<drv>)			                    Filing
This displays the free space available on the disk, or the disk the CSD is on if no drive is given. An example would be:

	>*FREE
	000193 Sectors =   103,168 bytes free
	0004AD Sectors =   306,432 bytes used
*HADFS					      Util
This command selects the HADFS. Once selected, HADFS becomes the current filing system and all filing operations are directed to it. HADFS can also be used as a temporary filing system using the prefix -HADFS-.
*HELP <keyword>			                     MOS
Displays a list of helpful information. HADFS responds to *HELP HADFS to list the HADFS filing commands and *HELP UTILS to list the HADFS utility commands.
*I AM <dir>			                    Filing
This command is used to log on to a specified directory on a disk. An example would be:

	*I AM PROGRAMS

which would set the User Root Directory and the CSD to $.PROGRAMS on the default user drive, normally drive 0. A directory $.Library is searched for on the default library drive and the logged on drive if different. If found, the library directory is set to it. The autostart command is then executed (see *OPT 4). A drive other than the default user drive may be logged on by prefixing with a drive identifier, and subdirectories can be logged on to, eg:

	*I AM :1.WORK.SHEETS

would log into the directory WORK.SHEETS on drive 1, and look for a library directory on drive 1 and then the default library drive. If the specified directory cannot be found, then $ on the default user drive is logged into instead.




*INFO <asfp>			                    Filing
This displays the file information for a particular file, eg:

	*INFO MATHS

produces a string of information about the file MATHS. The format is:

<name> <load address> <execution address> <size> <access>
<date - dd/mm/yyyy> <system internal name>

For example, the above command may produce the following output:

MATHS      FFFF1900 FFFF8023  000734  WR/R    22/05/1988 000092

When you do a *INFO on the root directory, the display includes information on that drive, eg:

  $          00064000 00015556  000300   DL/    22/05/1988 000047

This gives disk size in the load address, the flags and ID in the execution address, and the date the disk was created.

*INSTALL (<drv>) ($) (<name>) (D) (<size>)              Filing
This very important command creates an HADFS disk, installing on it the required DFS files to partition it and setting up the root directory ($). *INSTALL can be used on disks that already have HADFS installed on them to install the current version of the software, or to change the disk name.

If the $ parameter is given, then a new root directory is created, effectively deleting everything on the disk. You must give the drive number and a name when using the $ parameter. Also, the command must first be *ENABLEd.

The disk must already be formatted as an HADFS or DFS disk, either 40 or 80 track, single or double sided. You can do this with the *FORM command, which will create a blank HADFS data disk. HADFS works best with 80 track double sided disks, but you can specify other size disks with the <size> parameter in either number of tracks or number of sectors.
 
The <size> parameter can be one of the following:

	<dec>	number of tracks, eg 160 for 80 track double sided.
	<dec>K	size in K, eg 400K.
	<dec>M	size in M, eg 64M.
	&<hex>	the total number of sectors, eg &640

All of the above examples, except 64M, give a size parameter for a standard 80 track double-sided HADFS disk. If the size is followed by *2, then the disk is a split disk, that is, a disk with fewer than 80 tracks on one side. An example of this is a 40 track double-sided disk. This would be *INSTALLed with 40*2 as the size parameter. If no size parameter is given, then a size is looked for on the disk. If there is no size already on the disk, ie it has never been *INSTALLed before, a Bad number error will be generated.

The <size> can be prefixed by D, S or L:

	D		create a Data disk with no HADFSROM file
	S		create a System disk with an HADFSROM file (the default)
	L		create a Large directory structure even if smaller than 16M.

These prefixes can only be used when creating a blank disk. As an example,

	*INSTALL 0 $ DataDisk D 40

would install a 40 track disk as a 100K HADFS data disk. If you use the command

	*INSTALL ?

a brief reminder of the size parameters is displayed. The <name> can be one to sixteen characters long, but should be at least two characters and should start with a letter to distinguish it from a drive number.

*LIB (<dir>)			                    Filing
This sets the library directory to the directory given. The library directory is where machine code command files are searched for if they cannot be found in the current directory with * and */. The search path followed to find a file to run is shown below.

If a file is found, it is loaded and executed, otherwise the search path is followed onwards towards the end. So *KEY is matched as the MOS command to reprogram a function key, */KEY bypasses the MOS and is sent to HADFS to search for a general command file, and *RUN KEY would look for a machine code file in the current directory only. After a *MOUNT, the LIB is set to $.Library on the mounted disk if it exists, or to $ if it doesn't.













   *\name		*command		   */name *RUN name
			|		    |				|	|
			|  MOS looks in MOS ROM	|	|
			|		    |				|	|
			|		    V				|	|
			|  Look at sideways ROM	|	|
			|        commands		|	|
			|		    |				|	|
			V		    V				|	|
   Look at filing system		|	|
			 commands				|	|
			|		    |				|	|
			|		    |  	/-----------/	|
			|		    |		|			|
			|		    V 	V			V
			|		HADFS looks in CSD   HADFS looks in CSD
			|				|			|
			|				V			|
			|	  Yes	Does filename include	|
			|	  /-----   $, %, &, @ or :		|
			|	  |		|			|
			|	  |		| No			|
			V	  V		V			V
			|	  |	HADFS looks in LIB	|
			|	  |		|			|
			|	  \--------\	|			|
			|			   |	|			|
			V			   V	V			|
			|			Master computers check	|
			|			      LIBFS			|
			|				|			|
			\--------\		|			|
					    V		V			V
				Bad command error    File not found error

*LIST <afsp>			             DFS/MOS
This command displays the contents of the named file on the screen, with each line of text preceeded with a line number, starting at line 1.
*LOAD <afsp> (<addr>)		                     MOS
This loads the named file into the computer's memory, starting either at the specified address, or at the file's own load address if no loading address is specified. If the high byte of the load address is &FF, ie addr=&FFxxxxxx, then the file is loaded into I/O memory. If the high byte is not &FF, then the file is loaded into language memory.

A load address of FFFDxxxx will load into shadow screen memory, regardless of which memory is being used to display the screen.

A load address of FFFExxxx will load into whichever memory is currently being used to display the screen

A load address of FFFFxxxx, or if there is no shadow screen, will load into normal I/O memory.
*MAP (<drv>)			                    Filing
This displays the free space map for the selected drive, or the drive of the CSD if no drive is specified.
*MOUNT (<drv>)			                    Filing
This abandons any open files and dismounts all the disks in preparation to inserting a new disk. You should always use this command, or *BYE, before changing a disk, as directory information is kept in memory to speed up disk accesses. If no drive parameter is given then the default drive, usually drive 0, is mounted. After a *MOUNT the  CSD and URD are set to $ on the mounted drive, and LIB is set to $.Library if it exists on the mounted drive, or $ if is doesn't.
*OPT (<n> (<n>))			                     MOS
This is used to set various file options. These are:

*OPT 0    - This resets OPT 1,2,3,6 and 7 to their default values.
*OPT 1    - Sets level of information given on LOAD and SAVE commands: 
	*OPT 1,0	gives no messages (default)
	*OPT 1,1	gives detailed messages
*OPT 2    - Sets the filing system number returned by OSARGS 0,0. With this
	you can make HADFS pretend to be a different filing system, eg setting
	*OPT 2,5 will make it be recognised as NFS. The default is 16, and you
	cannot set it to 4, as that is the value of DFS.
*OPT 3    - Sets the auxilary filing system recognition number. A filing system
	can be selected with service call &12, and HADFS recognises the OSARGS
	0,0 number set with *OPT 2 and the number set with this call.
*OPT 4    - This sets the autostart action as follows:
	*OPT 4,0	ignores !BOOT
	*OPT 4,1	*LOADs !BOOT
	*OPT 4,2	*RUNs !BOOT
	*OPT 4,3	*EXECs !BOOT
	*OPT 4,8+n sets the autostart option and sets the user as a system user.
*OPT 5	    -	 unused.
*OPT 6/7  - set drive to use internal or external drivers:
	*OPT 6,d	drive d uses internal drivers
	*OPT 7,d	drive d uses external drivers
	After *HADFS, *MOUNT or *BYE the first access to a drive numbered 0 to 7
	first tries to use an external driver with OSWORD 90. If no external driver is
	found for that drive a flag is set to use internal drivers for that drive. Using
	*OPT 7 can force a particular drive to always use external drivers, giving
	the Drive x not present error if there is no driver. *OPT 6 returns
	to allowing internal drivers to be used. The setting is saved in CMOS
	configuration RAM.
*RENAME <old fsp> <new fsp>	                    Filing
This command renames an entry to give it a new name. If the entry is locked, or the new name already exists, you will get a File locked or File exists error. You cannot rename across disks, and you cannot rename the root $ directory. If you try to rename a directory inside itself or a subdirectory, you get a Circular rename error.
*RUN <afsp> (<parameters>)		                     MOS
This command is used to load and run machine code programs. It loads a file into memory, and then jumps to its execution address, unless it is &FFFFFFFF or the load address is &FFFFFFxx when the file is *EXECed instead. If the file's load address and execution address disagree about which memory the file should run in, (ie, the top byte of the addresses should both be &FF or they should both be not &FF), then the error I cannot run this code will be generated. Using *<afsp> or */<afsp> is the same as *RUN, except that the library directory is also searched. See *LIB for more information.
*SAVE <fsp> <start> <end>|+<len> (<exec> (<load>))
This command takes a copy of the specified section of memory and writes it to a file with the given name. If the execution or reload addresses are not given, then they are set to be the same as the start address. If the start address's high byte is not &FF, ie start<>&FFxxxxxx, then language processor memory is saved. With a machine with no second processor, this will be that same as I/O processor memory. If the start address's high byte is &FF, is start=&FFxxxxxx, then I/O processor memory is saved.

A start address of FFFDxxxx will save shadow screen memory, regardless of which memory is being used to display the screen.

A start address of FFFExxxx will save whichever memory is currently being used to display the screen

A start address of FFFFxxxx, or if there is no shadow screen, will save normal I/O memory.
*SETDATE (dd/mm/yy (d))			      Util
When files are created, they are date-stamped. On Master computers, the date for this is fetched from the on-board Real Time Clock. The pre-Master BBCs, however, do not have this feature, and so using this command simulates the date part of it. After using the *SETDATE command, you can read the date using the OSWORD 14 call, as on the Master. If there is an on-board Real Time Clock, this will take precedence to the date set with *SETDATE as long as the code to access it is in a higher priority ROM than the HADFS. The optional parameter d can specify the day of the week 1 to 7 for Sun to Sat. Using *SETDATE with no date disables the function.
*SETEXEC <afsp> <addr>		             Transient
*SETEXEC sets the specified file's execution address to the supplied hexadecimal address.
*SETLOAD <afsp> <addr>		             Transient
*SETLOAD sets the specified file's load address to the supplied hexadecimal address.
*SETTYPE <afps> <addr>		             Transient
*SETTYPE sets the specified file's load and execution addresses to the RISC OS compatible filetype. The load address is set to &FFFxxx00 with xxx being the supplied value.
*SHUT				           MOS/Filing
*SHUT is similar to *CLOSE in that is closes all open files. On Master series computers it closes all open files on all filing systems, leaving the current filing system selected.
*SPOOL (<fsp>)			                     MOS
This command opens a file with the specified name to receive all the information subsequently displayed on the screen. It is the opposite of the *EXEC command. *SPOOL with no parameter closes any opened spool file.
*STAMP <afsp>			             Transient
Sets the date attribute on the specified object to the current date.
*STATUS HADFS			                     MOS
This displays HADFS's current configuration status, that is, the number of channels, which drives are using external drivers, and the current time and date setting. On the Master series (or BBC series with suitable support), the settings are saved in CMOS RAM.
*TIME				                     MOS
This command produces a standard display containing the day, date and time, if set. On Master computers, the time will be read from the Real Time Clock. If no RTC is present, then the date can be set with *SETDATE, and the time can be set with TIME=((minutes*60)+hours)*60*100. The format of the display is DDD,dd mmm yyyy.hh:mm:ss, ie Day, date, month, year, hours, minutes, seconds.
*TITLE (<drv>) <title>		                    Filing
This will change the disk title on the currently selected or the specified drive. The title can be one to sixteen characters long, but should be at least two characters long, and should start with a letter.

In some versions of HADFS, the *TITLE command is an alias for the *INSTALL command, and will accept *INSTALL parameters.
*TYPE <afsp>			             DFS/MOS
This command displays the contents of the named file, as with *LIST, except that no line numbers are generated.
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4 Low level file entry points		      

This chapter details the filing system entry points as well as some OSWORD and OSBYTE calls provided by HADFS.
OSFILE
Entry address: &FFDD	                          File and directory information
On entry:	A:	  function code
			XY: pointer to control block

On exit:	A:    object type, or preserved if function unimplemented
			XY: preserved, control block updated

Control block:
 &00  Address of filename
 &02  Load address
 &06  Execution address
 &0A  Length, or start address for SAVE
 &0E  Attributes, or end address for SAVE, or start sector for &FD
 &12

Functions:
&FC Write an object's extra catalogue information from the control block.
	02/03	- main account if XY+3 bit 7 is zero
	04/05	- auxilary account if XY+5 bit 7 is zero
	06/07/08	- modification time
	09/10	- creation date
	11/12/13	- creation time
 &FD Read an object's extra catalogue information into the control block.
	02/03	- main account
	04/05	- auxilary account
	06/07/08	- modification time
	09/10	- creation date
	11/12/13	- creation time if XY+13<&80, otherwise size in
		   sectors
	14/15/16/17	- Start sector and drive
 &FE Verify a file. Unsupported, returns A=&FE.
 &FF Load a file into memory. If the low byte of the execution address is zero,
	it loads to the supplied load address, else it loads to the file's own load
	address. If the filename does not exist, or is a directory, or an execute-only
	file, or does not have read access, then an error is generated.
 &00 Save a file. If a file already exists with the same name, it is overwritten. If
	the file is locked, or a directory exists with the same name, then an error is
	generated.
 &01 Write a file's reload address, execution address and attributes.
 &02 Write a file's reload address.
 &03 Write a file's execution address.
 &04 Write a file's attributes.
 &05 Read object's catalogue information into the control block.

 &06 Delete object. If the object does not exist, A returned as &00. If the object
	is locked, or is not owned, then an error is generated.
 &07 Create an empty file of defined length. Block as for SAVE.
 &08 Create a directory. If a directory already exists, there is no error. If a file
	already exists, an error is generated.
 &09

Object types returned in the A register are:
	&FF Execute-only file
	&00 Object not found
	&01 File found
	&02 Directory found, the length field holds the amount of disk space that the
	 directory's catalogue entry takes up.
	&03 Image file
	&04 Symbolic link

When reading information on $, then A returns 0 if the specified drive does not exist, or 2 if it does exist. The disk size in bytes is returned at XY+2-5, the disk ID at XY+6-7 and the disk flags at XY+8-9. The date the disk was created is returned in the date field of the attributes.

File attributes are returned in four bytes as follows:
 Byte   &0E	b7		Private
				b6		Execute only by others
				b5		Writable by others
				b4		Readable by others
				b3		Locked
				b2		Execute only for owner
				b1		Writable by owner
				b0		Readable by owner 

Byte   &0F	b0-b4	Date: day of month
				b5-b7	Date: years since 1981, bits 4-6 

Byte   &10	b0-b3	Date: month of year
				b4-b7	Date: years since 1981, bits 0-3 

Byte   &11	b0-b3	Undefined (zero)
				b4-b7	Undefined (zero)

The default file access of WR/WR is an access byte of &33. A file is executable with *RUN, */, *command if the relevant R or E bit is set. If the relevant R bit is clear then the file can only be executed, it cannot be loaded or opened.

All the calls update the control block with the catalogue information and return the object type in A. If a call is unsupported, then A is returned preserved.




OSARGS
Entry address: &FFDA		              Attributes of open object
On entry:	A:	function code
			X:	points to zero page location
			Y:	file handle or 0

On exit:	A: return value, or preserved if unimplemented
			X:	preserved
			Y:	preserved

Functions, Y=0:
 &FD Return HADFS version*10 in A, version and capability flags in zero
	page. The flags show what code is available in the HADFS ROM:
	zp+0:	b7: Random access output	b3: Time provided
			b6: Fast OSGBPB	          b2: *COMPACT/*BACKUP in ROM
			b5: Full INSTALL		b1: Passwords used
			b4: Date provided		b0: *COPY in ROM
	zp+1:	b7: -				b3: -
			b6: Hard disk supported		b2: -
			b5: 16-bit/24-bit disks		b1: Workspace at &0E00/&1000
			b4: -				b0: Scattered workspace
	zp+2: version number x of x.yy
	zp+3: BCD version number yy of x.yy
 &FE Return last drive used in zero page.
 &FF Update all files to media, zero page ignored.
 &00 Return filing system number in A, zero page ignored:
	  0 No current filing system	12 RAM filing system
	  1 1200 baud cassette		13
	  2 300 baud cassette		14
	  3 ROM filing system		15
	  4 Disk filing system		16 Harston ADFS
	  5 Econet filing system	17
	  6 Teletext/Prestel telesoftware
	  7 IEEE filing system		29 DOS filing system
	  8 Acorn ADFS		45 Nexus filing system
	  9 Host filing system		71 BeebItFS
	10 Videodisk filing system	92 LinkFS
	11 Coprocessor filing system 
	The filing system number in HADFS can be changed using *OPT 2 to any
	value between 5 and 16.
 &01 Return 32-bit address of any parameters after a filename to zero page.
 &02 Return version number in A, zero page ignored.
 &03 Return libfs number in A, zero page ignored.
 &04 Read disk space used to zero page.
 &05 Read disk free space to zero page.
 &06




Functions, Y<>0:
 &80 Read information about an open file to zero page (unimplemented).
 &FD Write system context from zero page, Y as for &FE.
 &FE Read system context to zero page.
	   Y=25 CSD	- Currently Selected Directory disk address
	   Y=26 LIB	- Current library disk address
	   Y=27 URD	- User Root Directory disk address
	   Y=28 USERNUM/OPTFLG/ENABLE
	   Y=29 CURR - current directory in memory
 &FF Update file on channel Y to media, zero page ignored.
 &00 Read PTR for channel Y to zero page.
 &01 Write PTR for channel Y from zero page. If the PTR is moved past the
	end of the file, the file is extended with zeros* and zero is returned in A.
 &02 Read EXT for channel Y to zero page.
 &03 Write EXT for channel Y from zero page. If the length of the file is
	reduced, the end disappears. If the length is increased, the file is extended*
	as with &01 and zero is returned in A.
 &04 Read size allocated to file on channel Y to zero page.
 &05 Read EOF status of file on channel Y. If PTR=EXT then zero page is set
	to &FFFFFFFF, else zero page is set to 0.
 &06 Ensure file size of file on channel Y of at least the value in zero page.
	Actual size allocated is returned in zero page.

Where zero page is ignored X is ignored and so can be left set to anything on entry. *Currently, extending a file does not pad it with zeros. The extra length of file will contain whatever was originally on the disk.
OSBGET
Entry address: &FFD7			      Read (get) a byte
On entry:	Y:	 channel number

On exit:	A:	 byte read
			Y:	 preserved
			Cy: EOF status.

If the byte read is after the end of file, the carry flag is set on exit. After the EOF byte has been read, the next read produces an error.
OSBPUT
Entry address: &FFD4			      Write (put) a byte
On entry:	A:	byte to be written
			Y:	channel number

On exit:	All preserved
OSGBPB
Entry address: &FFD1		        Read or write multiple bytes
On entry:  A:	  function code
			XY: pointer to control block

On exit:	A:	  0 if call supported, <>0 if unsupported
			Cy:  Set if not all the requested bytes/items transferred (ie, EOF)
			XY: preserved
				  control block updated

 Control block:
 &00  Channel number/cycle number
 &01  Data address
 &05  Number of bytes/filenames to transfer
 &09  PTR for transfer/directory pointer
 &0D

Functions:
 &01  Write bytes to media using new PTR
 &02  Write bytes to media ignoring new PTR
 &03  Read bytes from media using new PTR
 &04  Read bytes from media ignoring new PTR
	On exit from calls &01 to &04 the 'number of bytes' field  holds the number
	of bytes not transfered. The 'data address' field is updated to point to the next
	location for data transfer. The PTR for the file is updated by the number of
	bytes transfered and placed in the 'PTR' field. In functions &01 and &03 the
	PTR is first set to the supplied value before transfering data. The carry flag
	is returned set if EOF was met. The EOF-error-flag is reset.
 &05  Get media title of CSD disk and boot option into data block:
	       &00	length of title (n) 
	       &01	title in ASCII characters
	  &01+n	startup option
	  &02+n	drive number
	  &03+n
 &06  Get currently selected directory name into data block:
	         &00	 length of drive identity (n)
	         &01	 ASCII drive identity (drive number)
	     &01+n	 length of directory name (m)
	     &02+n	 directory name in ASCII characters
	&02+n+m	 ownership: &00 - owner, &FF - public
	&03+n+m
 &07  Get current library name into data block:
	         &00	 length of drive identity (n)
	         &01	 ASCII drive identity (drive number)
	     &01+n	 length of library name (m)
	     &02+n	 library name in ASCII characters
	&02+n+m	 ownership: &00 - owner, &FF - public
	&03+n+m


 &08  Read filenames from current directory into data block:
	         &00	 length of filename 1 (n)
	         &01	 filename 1 in ASCII characters
	     &01+n	 length of filename 2 (m)
	     &02+n	 filename 2 in ASCII characters
	&02+n+m	 etc...
	The first call to function &08 should be made with the directory pointer set
	to zero. This will read the first filename, and the pointer will be updated so
	that the next call will read the next filename. On exit, the 'number of
	filenames' field holds the number of filenames not returned. When no
	filenames are left, the call returns with the 'number of filenames' left
	unchanged and the carry flag set. XY+0 is returned holding the directory
	cycle number.
 &09  Read null-terminated list of directory entries from the opened directory
	whose channel number is in XY+0 or the CSD if XY+0 contains zero. This
	function is called as for OSGBPB 8, but XY+5 returns the number of
	filenames read.
		&00	Object name, null terminated
		xxx	next record 
&0A  Read entries and information from the opened directory whose channel
	number is in XY+0 or the CSD if XY+0 contains zero. This function is
	called as for OSGBPB 8, but XY+5 returns the number of filenames read.
	Each record is a whole multiple of four bytes long:
		&00	Load address
		&04	Execution address
		&08	Length
		&0C	Attributes
		&10	Object type (1=file, 2=directory)
		&14	Object name, null terminated
		xxx	next record 
 &0B  Read entries and information from the opened directory whose channel
	number is in XY+0 or the CSD if XY+0 contains zero. This function is
	called as for OSGBPB 8, but XY+5 returns the number of filenames read.
	Each record is a whole multiple of four bytes long:
	&00	Load address
	&04	Execution address
	&08	Length
	&0C	Attributes
	&10	Object type (1=file, 2=directory)
	&14	Sector start address
	&18	Five zeros (reserved for centisecond time since 1900)
	&1D	Object name, null terminated
	xxx	next record
 &0C

Note: Calls with A=&09, &0A, &0B are only available from version 0.49 onwards.

OSFIND
Entry address: &FFCE		                       Open or close a file
On entry:	A:	  function code
			Y:	  channel number for A=0 or
			XY: pointer to filename

On exit:	A:	  channel number, 0 if no file opened or function not supported
			XY: preserved

Functions:
 &00	Close the file on channel in Y. If Y=0 then close all files.
 &4X	Open file for input. If no file exists, A is returned as 0.
 &8X	Open file for output. If file already exists, tries to delete it first. If no file
		exists, a 16K file is created with load and exec addresses set to
		&FFFFFFFF.
 &CX  Open file for update. If no file exists, A is returned as 0.

The bottom four bits of A control how the file is opened:
	If b3 is set, returns an error if file not found, instead of zero handle.
	If b2 is set, error is generated if attempt to open a directory.

File attributes determine how a file can be opened. Directories can be opened for input, but the open channel can only be used for reading information. Trying to do a BGET will close the channel and return an error.
FSCV
Vectored			                    Filing system control

This vector is only called by the operating system, and should not be called directly. This list just shows the calls implemented in HADFS.

Functions:
 &00  *OPT command. X and Y hold parameters
 &01  EOF being checked with OSBYTE &7F. On exit, X=&FF if EOF,
		X=&00 otherwise.
 &02  */ command. XY points to the command text. HADFS tries to run the
		command from the CSD or the LIB.
 &03  Unrecognised OSCLI. XY points to the command text. HADFS checks
		the command against its own commands, then tries to run it from disk as
		with function &02.
 &04  *RUN command. XY points to filename. HADFS tries to run this from the
		CSD only.
 &05  *CAT command. XY points to any pathname.
 &06  A new filing system is about to take over. This call is generated by filing
		systems themselves before they start their initialisation.
 &07  File handle range request. Lowest returned in X, highest in Y. HADFS
		uses handles 25 to 29.
 &08  OSCLI command being processed. This is used to facilitate the *ENABLE
		command.
 &09  *EX command. XY points to any pathname.
 &0A  *INFO command. XY points to the filename.
 &0B  *RUN from library filing system.
 &0C  *RENAME command. XY points to the filenames after the command.
 &0D
OSWORD
Entry address: &FFF1		                      OSWORD functions
On entry:	A:	  function code
			XY: pointer to control block

On exit:	A,X,Y undefined
					control block updated

HADFS provides two OSWORD functions, 14 (&0E) and 90 (&5A).

&0E  Read real-time clock
	If there is no on-board clock provided (such as in the Master), then the
	*SETDATE command can be used to set a date. This date is then used by
	HADFS to date-stamp files, and can be read using the standard RTC call.
	The time part can be set from BASIC using:

		TIME=((hours*60+minutes)*60+seconds)*100

	TIME is preserved over Ctrl-Break. There may be a few seconds discrepency
	depending on when the last ROM service call or HADFS filing system call
	was made.

     On entry:	XY+&00	&00 - read time and date string.

     On exit:	XY+&00...	Time and date is returned in the format:
						Mon,25 Oct 1987.12:24:30

     On entry:	XY+&00	&01 - read time and date in BCD format.

     On exit:	XY+&00	year		(&00-&99)
					 &01	month		(&01-&12)
					 &02	day of month	(&01-&31)
					 &03	day of week	(&01-&07, Sun-Sat)
					 &04	hours		(&00-&23)
					 &05	minutes		(&00-&59)
					 &06	seconds		(&00-&59)

     A year value of >&80 implies a century number of &19, a year value of
	<&81 implies a century number of &20.

     On entry:	XY+&00	&02 - convert BCD time and date to string.
				XY+&01...	BCD time and date as for call &01.

     On exit:	XY+&00...	Time and date string as with &00.

&5A  Read/Write sectors
	This call allows you to read and write sectors of a disk in an internal or
	external drive. HADFS translates this call into the required low-level calls
	with OSWORD &7F or OSWORD 90.

	On entry:	XY+&00	&00 \ These two values
					 &01	&06 / identify this call
					 &02	Address
					 &06	Sector start	\  Sector
					 &09	Drive number	/  address
					 &0A	Number of sectors
					 &0B	Call number, and returned result byte
					 &0C

	The call numbers are:
		&80	read sectors
		&81	write sectors

If the call was successful, then the return byte is zero. If not, then one of the following values is returned:

		&06	Bad block		&12	Drive read only
		&08	Clock error		&14	Track zero not found
		&0A	Late DMA		&16	Write error
		&0C	ID CRC error	&18	Sector not found
		&0E	Data CRC error	&1A	Media change request
		&10	reserved		&1C	Abort
							&FE	Drive not present

HADFS low-level calls also use OSWORD 90, using call numbers 1-7.
OSBYTE
Entry address: &FFF4		                        OSBYTE functions
On entry:	A:	   function code
			X,Y: any parameters

On exit:	A:	   preserved
			X,Y: any returned values

&7F  Read EOF status
	On entry:	X:	channel number
	On exit:	X=0 if EOF has not been reached, X<>0 if EOF not reached
				A,Y preserved

If PTR=EXT on the channel specified, then EOF is returned true. This call is used to provide BASIC's EOF# function.



&5A  JGH sideways ROM service call
	On entry:	X: ID number, or zero
				Y: call number
	On exit:	X: b7-b6 ROM status, b5-b0 other specific info.

The HADFS ROM has program ID 6, and by default it is enabled. To disable it, you can use *FX90,6,1 or *DISABLE HADFS. The ROM will re-enable itself on a power-on reset or a memory-clear reset. The call values in Y used by HADFS are:

	Y=0			  Enable ROM
	Y=1			  Disable ROM
	Y=2			  Enable ROM, select HADFS, and do *I AM BOOT
	Y=3			  As Y=2, but without *I AM BOOT
	Y=4..Y=63	  Unused HADFS calls
	Y=64			  Look for default drive, return drive in X
	Y=65			  Look for default library drive, return drive in X
	Y=66			  Look for default user drive, return drive in X
	Y=67..Y=127	  Unused external HADFS calls
	Y=128..Y=254 Unused HADFS calls
	Y=255			  Return status

	Calls from 64 to 127 are only used from version 0.49 onwards

The X register returns the following information:

	b7:			HADFS ROM is disabled
	b6:			HADFS owns workspace from &E00
	b5- b0:	Private workspace pointer, offset from &0E00 or &C000

Using the OSBYTE 90 service call standard allows interrogation of ROMs in a uniform manner to enable and disable them and to ask for status information. All ROMs respond to X=0, Y=0 on entry (*FX90,0,0 or just *FX90) by displaying their ID number and their name, eg:

	>*FX90
	6: Harston ADFS
	9: Z80 BASIC

With X set to non-zero, it is a specific call to a particular ROM, with Y containing the call number. All ROMs respond to calls with Y=0 to enable the ROM, Y=1 to disable the ROM and Y=255 to request the ROM's status, eg:

	>*FX90,6,1

will disable the ROM with program ID 6, ie HADFS.





On return from calls the top two bits of X hold information about whether the ROM is present, and whether it is enabled or not:

	X=11xxxxxx	ROM not present (X returned as &FF)
	X=10xxxxxx	ROM present, but disabled
	X=0yxxxxxx	ROM present and enabled

When calling from a second processor using the OSBYTE call the Y register is ignored and zero is used instead for calls below OSBYTE &80. This means that if you use a call with Y=255 to read the status and it returns saying that the ROM was disabled, the ROM will actually have been enabled. To get round this use something like:

A%=90:X%=number:Y%=255:S%=(USR&FFF4 AND&FF00)DIV256
IF (S%AND&C0)=&80 THEN OSCLI"FX90,"+STR$(number)+",1"

This will redisable a ROM found to be actually disabled. 

Some of the program IDs used so far are:
	 1:  CharROM		 - Character set ROM
	 2:  NewMOS
	 3:
	 4:
	 5:  Games Auto Boot ROM
	 6:  HADFS		 - Harston Advanced Disk Filing System
	 7:  Z80 Emulator	 - Emulates a Z80 CPU
	 8:
	 9:  Z80 BASIC	 - BBC BASIC(Z80) with BBC file I/O
	10:
	11: DisAssem ROM	 - Various disassembly routines
	12:
	13:
	14:
	15:
	16: NFS Front End
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5 The filing system utilities			      

There are a number of utilities supplied on the HADFS System disk. Some of these are machine code and some are BASIC programs. Programs in subdirectories of the library directory can be run just like the main library programs. This allows you to group collections of similar commands together in subdirectories instead of creating an ever-lengthening library directory. If there is a file %.Progs.RunMe then using *Progs.RunMe will call it. You have to bear in mind that some alphabetic sequences with a full stop directory separator may be interpreted as an abbreviation for a ROM-based command. For example,*K.Prog will be matched as *KEY Prog.

The programs and utilities supplied on the system disk are as follows:

Library:	(HADFS utilities) Backup, Compact, Copy, Disks, Files

Library:	(File utilities) CLoad, CSave, ETree, FileInfo, Filer, PrList, Repeat, ScrLoad, ScrSave, SetLoad, SetExec, SetType, SrLoad, SrSave, Stamp, TreeCopy, TxSave

Library:	(General utilities) Break, Crunch, Disp, Explode, lp, lpS, MakeLP, MCode, MDump, Mouse, pc8s, Repair, ROMS, Scroll, Show, VList

Utils:		DMap, HDInit, HEdit, HUtils, MCat, MkIntern, MkMap, Rescue, SetDate, VisCompact, Wiper

Extras:		DemoArgs, DemoGbPb, Examine, FSTest, RSImgFile, RSLink/s, Support/s

There may be more than the list given here. Any extra files and programs will be detailed in accompanying text files, and they will be mentioned in a $.!ReadMe text file.

The Library HADFS utilities are for using with HADFS. The Library file utilities can be used on any filing system for accessing or giving information about files. The Library general utilities can be used on any filing system. The Utils and Extras are HADFS programs.

The library commands *Copy, *Disks, *Files, *SetExec, *SetLoad, *SetType and *Stamp are detailed in Chapter 3.









HADFS Library Programs
The following are programs designed to run with HADFS.

BACKUP
This program will copy an entire HADFS or DFS disk sector by sector, ignoring the file structure. Any faulty sectors on the source disk are ignored. The destination disk must already be formatted the same as the source disk.

BACKUP can take the following command line parameters:

*BACKUP <src> <dst> <trks> <sides> -s <spt> -t <tries>
-quit <name>

If the <src> and <dst> drives are given, both must be given. If the number of tracks and sides are given then both must be given. The single character options must be given in lower case. The <spt> option is the number of sectors per track, currently only 10 is implemented. The <tries> is the number or retries BACKUP uses before abandoning a disk read or write.

The <src> and <dst> can be filenames, in which can a disk image will be read from or written to. For example:

    *BACKUP 0 -net-DiskImg 80 2

will copy the disk in drive 0 to a 400K disk image. Disk images are 'sequential/noninterleaved', that is, all the tracks on one side are used before all the tracks on the other side. Filenames can be prefixed with fs: instead of ‑fs-, eg net:DiskImg.

The -quit option can give a file to run on exit. If the name starts with a *, then it is called as a *command, otherwise it is CHAINed.

If no parameters are given, you are prompted for the source and destination drives. These can be the same, in which case you will be prompted to change disks. You are then prompted for the size of the disk, the number of tracks, the number of sides and the maximum number of retries to use. If RETURN is pressed, then the defaults are used.

Once all these are entered, the program waits for a keypress before starting.

COMPACT
As a disk is used, as files are created and deleted, the free space on it may get fragmented until a stage arrives where there may be enough space to save a file, but none of the small areas of space are individually large enough. The COMPACT program tries to move all the files on a disk together so that the free space is in the largest areas possible.

COMPACT can take the following command line parameters:

	*COMPACT <drv> -quit <name>

The -quit option can give a file to run on exit. If the name starts with a *, then it is called as a *command, otherwise it is CHAINed.

If no parameters are given, you are prompted for the drive number to compact. It then looks through the entire disk and moves as much as it can to compact the disk. It can only move files that will fit into memory, so the compaction may not be the maximum possible.

Rescue
This program can be used to rescue a file that has been corrupted and made inaccessible due to disk errors. You are prompted for the filename of the file to rescue, the new filename to save the rescued file as (don't use the same one!) and the fill byte for bad sectors. You give a decimal number or a hexadecimal number prefixed by '&'.

If you just press return, then the bad sectors are not filled, but the beginning is marked with '!!!!!!!!' and the end is marked with '********', and any control codes other than CR (13) are converted to '|'.

Rescue can only rescue files that are short enough to fit into memory. It goes through the file, loading it sector by sector, listing any bad sectors. After rescuing the file, you can try to repair it. For example, with text files use either fill byte 13 or nothing, and then load or read it into a word processor to edit the damaged section. For BASIC programs, use no fill byte, and then use *REPAIR to repair the bad program, and then edit the damaged section.

After rescuing a file, don't delete it. *RENAME it somewhere out of the way, eg as $.BadSectors.File1. This will hide the bad sectors from other files. If you deleted it, the the free space would be returned to the Free Space Map, and you could attempt to save into the bad sectors again. If you get a lot of bad sectors on a disk, you should copy off the files to another disk and re-format it. If that doesn't solve the problem, you should throw the disk away and replace it. Regular disk-drive cleaning reduces disk errors considerably.
HADFS Utils programs
These programs provide utilities to be used with HADFS.
 
HUtils
HUtils provides some extra utilities for use with HADFS disks. On running, if no date is set, you are asked to enter the date. Then the main menu appears:

		1 : Initialise a new HADFS disk
		2 : Alphabetically sort a directory
		3 : Convert a DFS disk to HADFS
		4 : Set drive boot options
		5 : Check disk dates
		H : HADFS Info	D : Disk info

You can also press '0' to exit, and '*' to enter *commands.
Option 1: Initialise a new HADFS disk.
This option allows you to create a new HADFS disk with a partition for DFS files. The usual thing to do is use a double-sided 80 track disk and have HADFS files on side 2 and DFS files on side 0. You do this by starting the 'hole' in the HADFS map at sector 74, just after the $ directory, and extending it all the way to the end of that side of the disk. The HADFS disk map then continues from sector 800 to sector 1599. You can then save up to 27 other files in the DFS catalogue. The !Boot file is renamed as HADFS and the 'D I S K' file as 'H.D I S K'. The ROM file stays as ROM. This way, you can have other DFS files, including a !Boot, and doing *HADFS from DFS will either select HADFS if it is already loaded, or load the ROM file, as the HADFS !Boot would do.

Option 2: Alphabetically sort a directory.
HADFS disks at present do not store the directories alphabetically. It is intended that in future they will be, but at present you can use this option to alphabetically sort a directory. The case of names is ignored in sorting.

Option 3: Convert a DFS disk to HADFS.
This will convert a DFS disk to an HADFS data disk. You are asked for the size of the disk, and whether you want to convert both sides. There needs to be some space on the disk on track seven for the HADFS root directory, so if track seven is occupied, the files will be moved out of the way. If they cannot be moved (the disk is too full) you may have to *COMPACT the DFS disk. If that does not free up sufficient space, you will have to remove some of the files. The files from side 0 are put into directory $.Side0, and those from side 1 into directory $.Side1. DFS directories other than $ are pre-pended to filenames in the same way as TreeCopy, so that B.FRED becomes B/FRED.

Option 4: Set drive boot options.
This allows you to specify which drive HADFS defaults to on start-up or after *MOUNT. This disk's current settings are displayed, and you can change each of them. If more than one drive is set as the default drive, then the lowest numbered drive is used.

The CSD drive is the drive defaulted to after startup or *MOUNT.

The LIB drive is the drive to look for $.Library on before searching the CSD drive.

The URD drive is the drive to look on with *I AM before searching the CSD drive.

Option 5: Check disk dates.
HADFS before version 5.50 could not store dates after 2012. HADFS 5.50 and later can store dates in the whole 7-bit Acorn range of 1981 to 2108. This option scans a disk and fixes any file dates stored by earlier versions of HADFS that would be misinterpreted by later versions.
 



Option H: HADFS Info.
This option shows various information about the version of HADFS in the machine. It shows the version number and capability bits returned by OSARGS &FD,0. This function is also contained in the program Extras.PrInfo.

Option D: Disk Info
This reads the flag bytes of a disk and shows what type it is.


HEdit
HEdit is a DFS/HADFS disk sector editor. When run, it loads sector &46, the root sector if an HADFS disk, or sector zero if not.

Keys:	cursors keys move around
		Shift-cursor keys move to next sector
		TAB		swaps between ASCII entry and HEX entry
		COPY		swaps which half of the sector is displayed
		f1			select drive
		f2			select absolute HADFS-style sector number
		f3			select track
		f4			select sector within the current track
		f6			Chain HUtils program
		Escape		exits program
		Ctrl-D		search for a Directory
		Ctrl-F		display HADFS file information under cursor
		Ctrl-G		Goto file's start sector
		Ctrl-H		display Help information
		Ctrl-O		OS command
		Ctrl-S		Save sector
		Ctrl-U		go Up from a directory

When moving to a different sector or exiting, you are given the opportunity to save the current sector to disk, so Escape can be used as a 'save this sector' key.


DMap
DMap graphically shows the layout of all the files on the disk.


VisCompact
A combination of COMPACT and DMap. It graphically shows the layout of a disk while it is being compacted. It needs quite a lot of memory, so needs shadow screen memory available. It takes the same command line parameters as COMPACT.






MkIntern
MkIntern creates an internal ROM-drive that can be loaded into sideways RAM. It utilises the OSWORD 90 calls implemented by HADFS to allow extra drives to be added. When run, the following prompts are given:

Drive number:
	The drive defaults to drive I. To change this, enter a drive number/letter
	here.

Disk name:
	To change the default name, enter a new name here.

Make default drive?
  Enter drive number:
	If set to 'Yes', then after a *MOUNT, then the specified drive will be the
	default drive.

Make default library drive?
  Enter drive number:
	If set to 'Yes', then the specified drive will be looked for for a Library
	directory before any others.

Make default user drive?
  Enter drive number:
	If set to 'Yes', then the specified drive will be looked at first when doing any
	*I AM commands.

Boot option:
	This will set the option to use if the drive is booted from.

Make files externally runnable?
	If set to 'Yes', then any file with a public 'r' access will be able to be called
	as a ROM-based *command without HADFS being selected as a the current
	filing system.

Once these are entered, files can be loaded into the ROM image. You are given a prompt which shows how much space and directory space is left. *commands can also be given at this prompt, eg to change directory. The file $.Extras.IntRom is a ROM with the supplied Library in it

DemoGbPb
This demonstates calls to OSGBPB to read various information. It runs through all the calls from 5 to 255, and displays the returned information. This will also work on other filing systems to demonstrate what is returned.

DemoArgs
This demonstates calls to OSARGS to read HADFS context parameters.

General Programs
These programs should work any machine, including RISC OS systems, and on any filing system.

TreeCopy
TreeCopy will copy files between filing systems, preserving the directory structure, file attributes and creation/modification dates as much as possible. The program is quite easy and self-explanatary to use. It has been completely rewritten to be fully error-trapped, allow disk swapping, and it reads as many files as possible before writing, thereby reducing disk swaps. When asked for filing systems or directory names, you can enter a *command by starting it with a *.

When run you are prompted for the source and destination filing systems and directories, and a set of copying options. TreeCopy can also take the following command line parameters, which must be in this order:

*TreeCopy (<fs>:)<src> (<fs>:)<dest> ACEPRS (-dest) (-quit (*)<name>)

An example command line would be:

    *TreeCopy HADFS::0.$ NET::USER.$.Disk1 ~C~PR -quit %.MenuProg
or
    CHAIN "TreeCopy DISK::0.$ HADFS::4.BACKUP.Disk1 A~C~PS –quit
  %.MenuProg"

The <src> and <dest> directories can be prefixed by a filing system name terminated with a :, eg HADFS::0.$ The single character options control the level of copying:

                A - Copy all DFS directories
                C - Confirm		(default off)
                E - Expand DFS directories
                P - Pause to change disk	(default off)
                R - Recurse		(default on)
                S - Put in subdirectories

They can be prefixed with '~' to turn off the option, eg ~C means no confirm. If the -dest option is given, then TreeCopy will terminate with the destination filing system selected. Otherwise, the source filing system remains selected.

The -quit option can give a file to run on exit. If the name starts with a *, then it is called as a *command, otherwise it is CHAINed.

	When 'C'onfirm is selected, you are prompted Yes/No/All to copy each file and directory. If you select 'All', then confirmation is tuened off and all further files are copied.

When copying to DFS or DFS-like filing systems filenames are shortened to seven characters.

	When copying from DFS or DFS-like filing systems the 'Copy all DFS directories' option allows you to copy the whole disk, creating an approximation of the DFS directory structure by putting all the non-$ directories into subdirectories.

Selecting the 'Put into subdirs' option will copy DFS files into subdirectories for each non-$ DFS directory. Turning this option off will save files in the destination directory prefixed with "x/", where x is the DFS directory. For example, the DFS file B.Prog becomes B/Prog.
When copying to DFS or DFS-like filing systems selecting the 'Expand into DFS directories' option will copy files with a "x/" prefix into the DFS directory "x". For example, the file B/Prog becomes the DFS file B.Prog.

Creation and modification metadata is recognised on Acorn File Server, SJ MDFS Filer Server and HADFS. If copying from to a filing system with less metadata then the unsupported metadata will be lost. If copying to a filing system with more metadata then the creation and modification dates are set the same.

ETree
ETree will display an expanded tree display of the directory structure. When run, ETree asks for the path of the directory to display. At this prompt, you can also give command line option flags. If you did not given any option flags when entering the path, you are then asked whether to show files (or just directories) and file information, and whether to print out the display. If you select printing, then the characters used are those suitable for printing on a printer that has characters 128 to 255 set to PC-8 characters. If there is any information available on the disk root, it is show. At the end, the total space used by the directories and files looked at is show. If you use the -count option, then all directories will have their contents added up and the total shown individually.

ETree can take the following command line parameters, which can also be entered at the 'Path to show:' prompt:

	*ETree path [-files] [-info] [-count] [-list] [-print]

The option flags must be in lower case, and only the first letter is significant. If there are no parameters, ETree asks for them.
Library File Utilities
These transient utilities can be used on any filing system for accessing or giving information on files. Information about these commands is given in the file $.Extras.Library/t.
Library General Utilities
These transient utilities and MCoded BASIC programs can be used on any filing system. Information about these commands is also given in the file $.Extras.Library/t.
Printout Programs
Most of the text files supplied on the System Startup disk are extended View files. These are text files created with Acorn's View word processor, using extensions to highlight two to provide easier-to-use printer functions. MakeLP creates the *lp commands to print out the files (replacing View's PRINT command), *lpS can be used to show the effects on the screen (replacing View's SCREEN), and Scroll can be used to scroll though a text file of any length, again showing the effects.

*lpS (-<lines>) <afsp>
The lpS command will display a text file to screen, taking account of the following effects: Bold, Italics, Superscript, Wide, Subscript and Underline. If a <lines> parameter is given, then each page is split with a line of '=' characters.

MakeLP
This program creates the lp command to print out View or text files to a printer. The name lp comes from Unix - it's short for Line Printer. MakeLP allows you to create a customised version of lp tailored for your printer and for what effects you wish to use. The default settings are for Epson-compatible printers.

lp extends View's highlight 2 to give the extra facilities. After a highlight 2 you put a letter indicating an effect. A capital letter turns it on and a lower case letter turns it off. As an example: doing *Ihello*i would put the word 'hello' in italics.

Pound symbols are correctly printed (hurray!!) - for this you need your printer set in US mode. This is done by setting some DIP switches somewhere, usually the endmost three to 'off'. Check your manual on this. The pound symbols are printed by switching to UK, printing a '#', and then switching back to US. As with everything else, this can be changed.

The program is fairly simple to use. There is a main menu with a few options. Option 5 - Create View Driver - is not yet implemented. Options 1 and 2 allow you to change the parameters for your printer. Options 3 and 4 allow you to save and load the settings, and option 6 creates an lp command. The actual name can be changed to anything reasonable. I recommend creating a lp directory in the Library, and naming the commands %.lp.nlq, etc. The System Startup Disk has various files supplied in the %.lp directory.

On option 1, you have some Yes/No questions and some value questions. Pressing RETURN leaves them as they are. You may have to experiment a bit to find what the correct values are for your setup. There are some supplied files for different lengths of paper and number of lines on each page.






					        Text lines	Page lines	Supplied files
Continuous A4		70	    70	      %.lp.70A4    %.lp.70A4nlq 
Standard A4			66	    70	      %.lp.66A4    %.lp.66A4nlq 
Short A4				60	    70	      %.lp.60A4    %.lp.60A4nlq 
Continuous Listing	66	    66	      %.lp.66        %.lp.66nlq
Standard Listing		60	    66	      %.lp.60        %.lp.60nlq

These are the files used by the JGHPD ViewHello View menu system.

With option 2, you select the code string you want to alter with the cursor keys. To change the string, type in the new string. The input is fairly flexible. You can put commas between everything, or not. You can enter in characters or decimal. If you want the number characters "0" to "9", they must be surrounded in quotes, otherwise they are taken as values. Examples are:

		27,S,"0"  \
		27,S,48    }  all the same.
		27,83,48  /

To remove a setting, press SPACE followed by RETURN. The setting should then disappear. Pressing COPY will allow you to edit the settings for punctuation and numbers.

When lp starts it does a '@' code. This is defined to reset the printer, and can also set it to NLQ if you want. This makes the current position on the paper the top of the form (the place where Form Feeds go to). If you don't want this, set '@' to nothing.

lp ignores View's ruler and embedded commands, etc. Tabs are to 8 character positions, as on the default ruler.

The syntax of lp is:

	*lp (+) <afsp> (<num>)

If the '+' prefix is given, lp double spaces. If a decimal <num> is given, then that number of copies are printed. You can press Escape at any time and the print job will be terminated, but the printer itself may continue for a while as it empties its own buffer. 

Hints
If your printer prints everything on the same line, you need to set Auto linefeed to Yes from option 1. If it doublespaces when you don't ask it to, you need to set Auto linefeed to No.

If your printer form feeds to much, set Form feeds to No.





The following are Highlight 2 extensions that are used in most of the text files, and so I recommend you set them to do a suitable effect on your printer.

	Bb		Bold on/off			Main bold effect
	Cc		Condensed on/off
	Dd		Double-strike on/off		\  Auxilary
	Ee		Emphasided on/off 		/ bold effects

	Hh		Double Height on/off
	Ii		Italics on/off



	Qq	Quad size on/off

This takes 3 lines(That bottom line ^^^^ has to be blank for Quad to work on the LC10/1001)
	Ss	Superscript on/off, as in dates: 3rd March
	Ww	Wide on/off

	Xx		Wide X High

	Yy	Subscript on/off
also:
	Highline One is used for underline
	Pound: £	Hash: #

Scroll
Scroll is a scrolling textfile reader. You can scroll upwards and downwards through text files of any length. Extended View highlight codes as used by *lp and *lpS are acted on to give bold, italics, superscript, wide, subscript and underline effects. These can be turned off to give plain View extensions of bold and underline. Scroll will also run on RISC OS.

If there is enough memory, Scroll uses shadow mode 0, otherwise mode 3 is used. Unless a command line file is given, Scroll shows the current directory and asks for a filename. At this prompt you can also give *commands to change directory, etc. Once a file is given, it is loaded and displayed.

Cursors keys move up and down. Pressing Shift will jump one screen at a time. Pressing Ctrl will jump to the ends of the file. COPY flips between extended highlights and plain highlights. Pressing Escape will leave.

Pressing P and RETURN will let you print out the file. Before you press RETURN a prompt appears telling you the name of the printout command. You can change this here by deleting it and typing in another comand, but Scroll will usually have found a suitable one. The recommended command *lp comand is created with the MakeLP program.

Pressing 4 will display the file in 40 column teletext mode, if Scroll has been told what program to use.

The bottom line of the screen shows the filename of the file being scrolled, a percentage figure showing how far through the file you are, and a reminder of the keys used.

Scroll will take the following command line arguments:

    *Scroll (-lp <name>) (-4 <name>) (-p <pagelen>) <afsp> (‑quit <name>)

<afsp> is the file to display. 

The -lp option gives a command to use to print out the file. If this option is not given, then a default printout command is looked for as detailed below.

The -4 option gives a command to use to display the file in 40 column teletext mode.

The -p option gives a pagelength to use when displaying page breaks.

The -quit option gives a command to run on exit.

If the <name> starts with a *, then it is called as a *command, otherwise it is CHAINed. The options must be in lower case, and only the first letter is significant.

So, for instance, to call Scroll from another program, you could use the following:

	OSCLI "Scroll -4 $.3to7 "+name$+" -quit Menu"

This would run Scroll and display the file name$, and CHAIN the program $.3to7 to display in teletext mode. On exit, it would return to the program Menu.

On starting, if no -lp option is given, Scroll looks for an *lp printout program. The order it looks for one is: lp, %.lp, %.lp.#, %.lp.*, $.lp, :0.$.lp. The recommended place to put the *lp command is in the library in a subdirectory %.lp, with a file 1p being a default general purpose printer. With DFS, the best place would be in the $ directory.

Scroll consists of the following files:
	Scroll 		- The program
	disp		- Controls screen output giving display effects
	Scroll/t 	- This text file.






6 Error messages					      

This chapter lists all the HADFS error messages, each preceded by the appropriate error codes. The error codes are returned by the BASIC function ERR. The errors are listed in alphabetical order, and some similar error messages have the same error number.

&CF 207 Bad attribute
The *ACCESS command has been attempted with an access string containing characters other than WRELP.

&FE 254 Bad command
The command was not recognised by HADFS, nor was it found as a transient command in the CSD or the library.

&CD 205 Bad drive
An attempt to use an invalid drive number. Valid drives are :0 to :9 and :A to :Z. :W to :Z map onto :0 to :3. 

&CC 204 Bad filename
An illegal filename was used, eg part of the name was longer than ten characters or less than one character, or contained a control character or a character higher than ~, or one of the special characters %, &,^ or @ used incorrectly.

&FC 252 Bad number
The <size> parameter of the *INSTALL command or the <nn> parameter of the *FORM command was wrongly used.

&CB 203 Bad option
An invalid argument to a *OPT command.

&B0 176 Bad rename
Not enough parameters were given to the *RENAME command, or an attempt was made to rename the $ directory.

&A8 168 Broken directory
An attempt has been made to access a directory where HADFS cannot find the reference to it in its parent directory. This would happen if the directory header or the parent directory has been corrupted.

&96 150 Can't delete CSD
You are not allowed to delete the currently selected directory. Use *DIR to change the CSD.

&97 151 Can't delete LIB
You are not allowed to delete the current library. Use *LIB to change the current library.



&A2 162 Can't delete URD
You are not allowed to delete the user root directory. Use *I AM or *MOUNT to change the URD.

&BF 191 Can't extend
An attempt has been made to move PTR past the end of a file opened for writing, but there is no free space after the file on the disk for it to expand into. Future versions of HADFS will attempt to move the file to lessen the possibility of this error occuring.

&93 147 Cannot run this code
The load address and execution address high bytes disagree about which processor the file should be run in, eg load: FFFF0900, exec: 00000900.

&DE 222 Channel
A random access operation has been attempted on a channel that is not valid to HADFS. HADFS uses channels 25 to 29.

&DE 222 Channel not open
A random access operation has been attempted on an HADFS channel that has not been opened.

&B0 176 Circular rename
An attempt to rename a directory inside itself or one of its subdirectories.

&98 152 Compaction required
A creation operation (SAVE, *CDIR, OPENOUT) has been attempted on a disk where the free space map has become too fragmented.

&C7 199 CRC error in data at D:SSSSSS
&C7 199 CRC error in ID at D:SSSSSS
Some data on the disk has become corrupted.

&B4 180 Dir. not empty
An attempt has been made to delete a directory which still contains files or directories.

&C8 200 Disk changed
An attempt has been made to access a disk, but it is not in the drive.

&C7 199 Disk Error VV at D:SSSSSS
A disk error has occured that does not have a textual error message.

&C6 198 Disk full
There is not enough free space on the disk to do the requested operation. This includes SAVE, *CDIR, opening new files or extending existing files. This error will also occur if there appears to be enough disk space, but the free space map is fragmented so that there are only small bits of space available, none large enough to be used.


&C9 201 Disk read only
A write operation has been attempted on a disk that is write-protected.

&D2 210 Drive x not present
An attempt has been made to access a drive :2 to :V and there is no support routine for the drive, or drive :0 or :1 have been set external with *OPT 7 and there is no support routine for them, or there is no DFS OSWORD &7F routine to support drives :0 and :1 internally.

&DF 223 End of file
This error occurs if two consecutive attempts have been made to read from a file whose end has been reached. The first failure will have been flagged by the Carry being set following a OSBGET or OSGBPB.

&C3 195 Entry locked
An attempt has been made to remove, rename or overwrite a file or directory which is locked.

&BD 189 File execute only
An attempt to read or write to a file which has the execute-only access bit set.

&C4 196 File exists
An attempt has been made with *RENAME or *CDIR to create a new file or directory with the same name as an existing file or directory.

&C2 194 File open
An attempt has been made to delete, rename, or overwrite a file that is open, or to open a file that has already been opened for writing. A file can be opened many times at once for reading, but only once for writing.

&BD 189 Insufficient access
An attempt has been made to read or load a file with no R attribute bit, or to write to a file with no W attribute bit.

&A8 168 Is a directory
An attempt to read from or write to a channel opened on a directory.

&BE 190 XXXXX is not a directory
An attempt to access a file as though is was a directory, eg with *DIR, *LIB, *CAT or *EX. 

&B5 181 XXXXX is not a file
An attempt to access a directory as though it was a file, eg with LOAD.

&C6 198 Length too long
An attempt to create a file whose length would be 512K or longer on a small disk or 4G or larger on a large disk. The maximum file length on a small disk is 524287 (&7FFFF) bytes. This is 512K-1 bytes. The maximum file length on large disks is 4294967295 (&FFFFFFFF) bytes. This is 4G-1 bytes.


&C8 200 Not an HADFS disk
An attempt to use HADFS on a non-HADFS disk.

&BD 189 Not enabled
An attempt has been made to use a dangerous command, *FORM or *INSTALL, without first using *ENABLE, or answering Y to the Go? prompt.

&D6 214 XXXXX not found
The file or directory referenced was not found.

&BD 189 Not open for reading
An attempt has been made to write to a channel that is only open for reading.

&C1 193 Not open for update
An attempt has been made to write to a channel that is only open for reading.

&B7 183 Outside file
An attempt has been made to move PTR past the end of a file opened for reading.

&B0 176 Rename across disks
An attempt has been made to use *RENAME with the two filenames referencing different disks. This could come about with a command such as:

			*RENAME Prog %.Prog

if the library directory is on a different disk.

&C7 199 Sector not found at D:SSSSSS
An attempt has been made to access a sector that does not exist on the disk or is wildly out of range, larger than 2559 on a floppy disk. This could be because the disk has become corrupted somehow, or the HADFS memory has become corrupted.

&C0 192 Too many open
An attempt has been made to open a sixth file. Only five files may be open at once, only four of them being for output on the BBC.

&C7 199 Track 0 not found at D:SSSSSS
The disk drive couldn't find track zero on a disk. This is usually because the disk has become corrupted. This usually does not affect HADFS much, as the root catalogue is not stored on track zero. A system disk stores some system files there, so this would mean you cannot boot the disk, and data disks may have part of an HADFS file stored there, so part of that file would be inaccessible.

&CE 206 Unsupported directory
This error is given if a large directory, used on disks larger than 16M in size, is read with versions of HADFS that do not support them.



&FD 253 Wildcards
A wildcard character # or * was found where a full filename specification was needed, eg in *DELETE, *SAVE, *CDIR and the destination of *RENAME.

&C7 199 Write fault at D:SSSSSS
An error occured when writing to a disk. This is usually because of an error with the drive, or sometimes the disk.

Disk errors report the sector the error occurs at as D:SSSSSS where D is the drive, and SSSSSS is the absolute sector number in hexadecimal. On floppy disks, SSSSSS is sector+10*track+800*side.
Length too long, Disk full and Can't extend
Length too long is returned if you try to create a file longer than will fit with the directory structure used using OSFILE, ie SAVE or CREATE. Small directories, used on small disks, can hold files containing up to 512K-1 bytes. Large directories, used on large disks, can hold files containing up to 4G-1 bytes.

Disk full is returned if there is not a large enough area of free space on a disk to create a file using any creation command, ie SAVE, CREATE, CDIR, OPENOUT.

Can't extend is returned if there is not enough space to extend an opened file, or if you try to extend it past the maximum size the directory structure can store, eg 512K-1 bytes in small directories.























Error codes, numerically ordered
Hex	Dec 
&93	147  Cannot run this code 
&94	148 
&95	149 
&96	150  Can't delete CSD 
&97	151  Can't delete LIB 
&98	152  Compaction required 
&99	153					Free space map full 
&9A	154					Bad disk 
&9B	155					Too many disks 
&9C	156					Illegal use of ^ 
&9D	157 
&9E	158					Ambiguous disk name 
&9F	159					Not same disk 
&A0	160 
&A1	161 
&A2	162  Can't delete URD 
&A3	163 
&A4	164 
&A5	165 
&A6	166 
&A7	167 
&A8	168  XXXXX broken from parent 
&A8	168  Is a directory 
&A9	169					Bad free space map
&AA	170 
&AB	171 
&AC	172					Bad user name 
&AD	173					Mode x 
&AD	173					Sizes don't match 
&AE	174					Not logged on 
&AE	174					Same disk 
&AF	175					Types don't match 
&B0	176  Bad rename 
&B0	176  Rename across disks 
&B0	176  Circular rename 
&B1	177					Already a user 
&B2	178					PW file full 
&B3	179  Directory full 
&B4	180  Dir. not empty 
&B5	181  XXXXX is not a file		Is a directory 
&B6	182					Map fault 
&B7	183  Outside file 
&B8	184					Too many users 
&B9	185					Bad password 
&BA	186					Insufficient privilege 
&BB	187					Wrong password 
&BC	188					User not known 
&BD	189  Not enabled 
&BD	189  File execute only 
&BD	189  Insufficient access 
&BD	189  Not open for reading 
&BE	190  XXXXX is not a directory 
&BF	191  Can't extend			Who are you? 
&C0	192  Too many open 
&C1	193  Not open for update 
&C2	194  File open 
&C3	195  Entry locked 
&C4	196  File exists 
&C4	196					Types don't match 
&C5	197					Drive fault 
&C6	198  Disk full 
&C6	198  Length too long 
&C7	199  CRC error in ID at D:SSSSSS 
&C7	199  CRC error in data at D:SSSSSS 
&C7	199  Track 0 not found at D:SSSSSS 
&C7	199  Write fault at D:SSSSSS 
&C7	199  Sector not found at D:SSSSSS 
&C7	199  Disk Error VV at D:SSSSSS 
&C8	200  Not an HADFS disk 
&C8	200  Disk changed 
&C9	201  Disk read only 
&CA	202					Bad sum 
&CB	203  Bad option 
&CC	204  Bad filename 
&CD	205  Bad drive 
&CE	206  Unsupported directory type	Bad directory 
&CF	207  Bad attribute 
&D0	208 
&D1	209 
&D2	210  Drive x not present 
&D3	211					Drive empty 
&D4	212					Disk not found 
&D5	213					Disk not present 
&D6	214  XXXXX not found

&DC	220  Syntax 
&DD	221 
&DE	222  Channel 
&DE	222  Channel not open 
&DF	223  End of file

&FC	252  Bad number 
&FD	253  Wildcards 
&FE	254  Bad command
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7 HADFS programming examples	      

This chapter gives some examples of calling various HADFS functions, and provides some useful BASIC functions and procedures for incorporating into programs. Some of the functions need some memory reserved for control block and data. Where a control block is used, it must be set by the main program before using the functions, and X% and Y% must be set to point to it with the following code:

    DIM ctrl% 31:X%=ctrl%:Y%=X%DIV256

Where a function requires other memory, it is shown before the function definition, such as:

    DIM name% 80

In the listings given, no line numbers are shown, as none are needed. Where a line is too long to fit on the page, it is continued on the next line indented. Unless otherwise stated, these functions will work on all the following varieties of BBC BASIC:

    6502 BBC BASIC on I/O processor, Tube, RISC OS 65Host and 65Tube
	emulators
    32000 BBC BASIC on the 32016 second processor
    ARM BBC BASIC V on RISC OS and ARM second processor
    BBC BASIC(Z80) using BBC I/O on Z80 Tube or Archimedes Tube
	emulator 

Most will also work on BBC BASIC(86) and BBC BASIC(Win) for PCs and BBC BASIC(X) for UNIX. These functions are all supplied in the Library.BLib directory on the System Startup disk.
General functions
OSBYTE Calls - BLib.MOS
FNbyte returns the single byte in the X register for the specified call. FNfx returns the two-byte value held in XY.

    DEFFNbyte(A%,X%,Y%)=(USR&FFF4 AND &FF00)DIV256
    DEFFNfx(A%,X%):LOCAL Y%:Y%=X%DIV256
     =(USR&FFF4 AND &FFFF00)DIV256

As an example, FNfx(133,mode%) returns HIMEM for the specified mode, and FNbyte(135,0,0) returns the character under the cursor. FNfx(135,0)DIV256 returns the current screen mode number. 





OSFILE Calls - BLib.FileIO
This call performs an OSFILE function, returning the object type from the A register.

    DIM name% 127
    DEFFNfile(A$,A%):$name%=A$
    ?X%=name%:X%?1=name%DIV256:=(USR&FFDD)AND&FF

FNfile("FRED",5) would read the catalogue information for the file FRED. The catalogue information is put into memory with X%!2=load, X%!6=exec, X%!10=length and X%!14=attributes.

OSGBPB Calls - BLib.FileIO
These procedures and functions call OSGBPB. PROCgbpb makes a general call. Calling FNgbpb with A% passed as 5, 6 or 7 returns the name of the current disk, directory or library respectively. FNgbpb8 reads a filename from the current directory, returning a null string if at the end. The updated pointer is returned in the control block.

    DIM name% 31

    DEFPROCgbpb(A%,chn%,addr%,num%,ptr%)
    ?X%=chn%:X%!1=addr%:X%!5=num%:X%!9=ptr%
    CALL &FFD1:ENDPROC

    DEFFNgbpb(A%):X%!1=name%:CALL &FFD1
    A%=name%+((1+?name%)AND((A%AND-2)=6))+1:A%!(A%?-1)=&D20
    A%?(INSTR($A%," ")-1)=13:=$A%

    DEFFNgbpb8(ptr%):X%!1=name%:X%!5=1:X%!9=ptr%
    A%=8:CALL &FFD1:IFX%!5=1:=""
    A%=name%+1:A%!(A%?-1)=&D20
    A%?(INSTR($A%," ")-1)=13:=$A%
    
After calling FNgbpb8, X%!9 holds the ptr% to be used on the next call. After calling FNgbpb with A%=6 or 7 using

	name%?(1+?name%)=13:Drive$=$(name%+1)

will set Drive$ to the ASCII drive identifier for that directory.











OSARGS Calls - BLib.FileIO
These two functions allow you to make OSARGS calls. FNargsA returns the value from the A register, ignoring the zero page data. FNargs sets and returns data passed in zero page. When reading a value, the zero page parameter is ignored, so you can set it to zero on entry. When writing a value, some calls return a value, often the same as the value just written.

    DEFFNargsA(A%):IFPAGE<&8000:LOCAL X%,Y%,E%,!&70:
  ... X%=&70:=(USR&FFDA)AND&FF
    LOADATN"OS_Args",A% TO A%:=A%

    DEFFNargs(A%,Y%,ptr%):LOCAL X%,E%:IF?(TOP-3)=0:
  ... E%=Y%:Y%=0
    IFPAGE<&8000:LOCAL !70:X%=&70:!X%=ptr%:CALL&FFDA:=!X%
    LOADATN"OS_Args",A%,Y%,ptr% TO ,,ptr%:=ptr%

    used%=FNargs(4,0,0)      :REM Get disk space used
    free%=FNargs(5,0,0)      :REM Get disk free space
    size%=free%+used%        :REM Find disk size
    dummy%=FNargs(1,chn%,num%)
                      :REM identical to PTR#chn%=num%

FNfs returns the current filing system number. A list of these is in Chapter 4. 

    DEFFNfs:LOCAL A%,Y%,E%:=(USR&FFDA)AND&FF

Time and Date - BLib.Time
BASIC IV (on the Master) and V (on RISC OS) have a =TIME$ function to read the real-time clock (RTC). HADFS provides a RTC function, but BASIC II (on the B/B+) does not have a function to read it. Also, the 6502 second processor only reads 24 bytes instead of 25, and so loses the terminator.

The function FNtime will read the RTC regardless of what machine it is running on, and will correct for years after 1996 and 1999, or return a null string if no time is available. The 'Acorn Era' is defined as starting in 1981, so the century range is 1981-2080.

    DEFFNtime:?X%=0:A%=14:CALL&FFF1:IF?X%=0:=""
    X%?25=13:A%=VAL$(X%+4)
    $(X%+4)=RIGHT$("0"+STR$(A%AND31),2)
    $(X%+11)=STR$(INTVAL$(X%+11)+(A%AND&E0)DIV2-
  ... 100*(INTVAL$(X%+11)<1981))
    X%?6=32:X%?15=46:=$X%








The function FNTime checks for any onboard RTC and if none is found will also check for any fileserver clock.

    DEFFNTime:!X%=1:A%=14:CALL&FFF1:FORA%=0TO7
    X%?A%=VALSTR$~X%?A%:NEXT
    ?X%=?X%+((X%?2)AND&E0)DIV2
    X%?2=X%?2 AND31:IF?X%<81:?X%=?X%+100
    IF!X%=101:!X%=&10000700:X%!4=0:A%=20:CALL&FFF1:!X%=0
  ... :IFX%!4:?X%=81+(X%?5 DIV16)+((X%?4 AND&E0)DIV2)
  ... :X%?1=X%?5 AND15:X%?2=X%?4 AND31:X%!4=X%!6
    IFX%?3=0:IFX%?2:X%?3=FNDate_DayOfWeek(X%?2,X%?1,
  ... 1900+X%?0)
    =FNDay(X%?3)+","+FNd0(X%?2,2)+" "+FNMon(X%?1)+
  ... " "+FNd0(1900+X%?0,4)+"."+FNd0(X%?4,2)+":"
  ... +FNd0(X%?5,2)+":"+FNd0(X%?6,2)

The function FNdate returns the current date in the format &yyyymmdd. So, if it is called with T%=FNdate, then T%DIV65536 would give the current year.

    DEFFNdate:A%=14:!X%=1:CALL&FFF1:IF!X%=1:=0
    ?X%=(VALSTR$~?X%+(((VALSTR$~X%?2)DIV2)AND&F0))MOD100
    =(VALSTR$~X%?2 AND31)+256*VALSTR$~X%?1+65536
  ... *(6400+?X%-&700*(?X%<128))

Time and Date - BLib.Date
The functions FNDay and FNMon return three-character string containing the specified day or month. FNDay and FNMon are also in the Time library.

    DEFFNDay(A%):=MID$("000SunMonTueWedThuFriSat",A%*3+1,3)
    DEFFNMon(A%):=MID$("000JanFebMarAprMayJunJulAugSep
  ... OctNovDecDDDEEEFFF",A%*3+1,3)

The function FNDate_DayOfWeek returns the day of the week for the given date, month and year. The day number is 1..7 for Sun..Sat and can be converted to the name of the day with FNDay. FNDate_DayOfWeek is also in the Time library.

    DEFFNDate_DayOfWeek(d%,m%,y%):y%=y%MOD400
    =(y%*365.25+m%*30+d%+VALMID$("120112234455",m%,1)+
  ... ((y%MOD4)=0)-((y%-1)DIV100)-(m%>2AND((y%MOD4)=0AND
  ... (y%MOD100)<>0ORy%=0))+3)MOD7+1










PROCDate_FromOrd converts the given time and date to a 5-byte centisecond count from 00:00:00 on 1st Jan 1900, as used for RISC OS time-stamps.

    DEFPROCDate_FromOrd(mem%,d%,m%,y%,hr%,mn%,sc%,cs%)
    y%=y%MOD400
    d%=y%*365.25+m%*30+d%+VALMID$("120112234455",m%,1)
  ... +((y%MOD4)=0)-((y%-1)DIV100)-(m%>2AND((y%MOD4)=0AND
  ... (y%MOD100)<>0ORy%=0))+36493
    IFd%>146066:d%=d%-146097
    d%=d%*&41EB:mem%!1=d%+d%:d%=((hr%*60+mn%)*60+sc%)
  ... *100+cs%
    ?mem%=d%:mem%!1=mem%!1+d%DIV256:ENDPROC

On entry:	mem%->five bytes of memory
			day, month, year of the date
			hours, minutes, seconds, centiseconds of the time
On exit:	mem% to mem%+4 containes five-byte centisecond time since
			00:00:00 on 1-Jan-1900.

The d%+d% is deliberate. It prevents a 'Too big' error happening when &7Fxxxxxxxx overflows to &80xxxxxxxx. The five-byte time range ends at 06:57:57.75, 04/06/2248. The five-byte time can be used to set the load and exec addresses on a file with OSFILE with

		PROCDate_FromOrd(X%+6,.......)
		X%!2=X%?10 OR type%*&100 OR &FFF00000

where X% is an OSFILE control block, or:

		PROCDate_FromOrd(mem%,.......)
		exec%=!mem%:load%=mem%?4 OR type%*&100 OR &FFF00000

to get load and execution addresses separately.

PROCDate_ToOrd converts a 5-byte centisecond count into a time and date.

    DEFPROCDate_ToOrd(mem%):LOCAL A%,B%,C%,D%
    year%=0:month%=0:day%=0:hour%=0:minute%=0
    second%=0:centi%=0
    IFmem%!1<0:ENDPROC:REM Problems with negatives ATM
    D%=mem%!1DIV&83D6+2447065
    C%=mem%?0+256*(mem%!1MOD&83D6):centi%=C%MOD100
    C%=C%DIV100:second%=C%MOD60:C%=C%DIV60
    minute%=C%MOD60:hour%=C%DIV60
    B%=((D%*4+3)MOD146097AND-4)+3:C%=B%MOD1461DIV4*5+2
    D%=D%*4+3:A%=C%DIV153+2
    day%=C%MOD153DIV5+1:month%=A%MOD12+1
    year%=D%DIV146097*100+B%DIV1461+A%DIV12-4800
    ENDPROC

On entry:	mem%->five bytes of memory containing the centisecond count
On exit:	year%, month%, day% are set to the date
			hour%, minute%, second%, centisecond% are set to the time

FNDate_Since returns the number of days since a past date. On entry td%, tm% and ty% should be set to today's date, month and year and pd%, pm% and py% should be set to the past date, month and year.

    DEFFNDate_Since(td%,tm%,ty%,pd%,pm%,py%):LOCAL past%
    PROCDate_FromOrd(X%,pd%,pm%,py%,0,0,0,0):past%=X%!1
    PROCDate_FromOrd(X%,td%,tm%,ty%,0,0,0,0)
    =(X%!1-past%)DIV&83D6

Number output - BLib.Number
The function FNh0 converts the number A% to a N%-digit hexadecimal string padded with zeros. FNd0 does the same, returning a decimal string. FNh and FNd return a N%-digit hexadecimal and decimal strings, padded with spaces.

    DEFFNh0(A%,N%)=RIGHT$("0000000"+STR$~A%,N%)
    DEFFNh(A%,N%)=RIGHT$("       "+STR$~A%,N%)
    DEFFNd0(A%,N%)=RIGHT$("000000000"+STR$A%,N%)
    DEFFNd(A%,N%)=RIGHT$("         "+STR$A%,N%)

HADFS can support up to 32 drives, numbered from 0 to 9 and A to V. The function FNdrv returns the drive character "0" to "V" for the specified drive number 0 to 31. FNDrv converts the other way, giving the drive number from the given drive character.

    DEFFNdrv(A%)=CHR$(48+A%-7*(A%>9))
    DEFFNDrv(A$)=ASCA$-48+7*(A$>"9")AND31

FNIntToTxt converts the number A% to the English text string representing that number.

    DEFFNIntToTxt(A%):LOCAL A$,B$
    IF A%<0 AND A%<>-A%:="minus "+FNIntToTxt(-A%)
  ... ELSE IF A%<0:="minus two thousand "
  ... +FNIntToTxt(147483648)
    IF A%=0:="zero"
    IF A%>999999:A$=FNIntToTxt(A% DIV 1000000)+" million":
  ... A%=A% MOD 1000000
    IF A%>999 AND A$<>"":A$=A$+" "
    IF A%>999:A$=A$+FNIntToTxt(A% DIV 1000)
  ... +" thousand":A%=A% MOD 1000
    IF A%>99 AND A$<>"":A$=A$+" "
    IF A%>99:A$=A$+FNIntToTxt(A% DIV 100)+" hundred"
  ... :A%=A% MOD 100
    IF A%=0:=A$ ELSE IF A$<>"":A$=A$+" and "
    IF A%>12 AND A%<20:B$=MID$(
  ... "thir four fif  six  seveneigh nine",(A%-12)*5-4,5)
  ... :=A$+LEFT$(B$,INSTR(B$+" "," ")-1)+"teen"
    IF A%>10 AND A%<13:=A$+MID$("eleventwelve",(A%-10)
  ... *6-5,6)
    B$=MID$("ten    twenty thirty fourty fifty  sixty
  ... seventyeighty ninety",(A%DIV10)*7-6,7)
  ... :B$=LEFT$(B$,INSTR(B$+" "," ")-1)
    A$=A$+B$:IF A%>20 AND A%MOD10<>0 AND A$<>"":A$=A$+"-"
    A%=A%MOD10:B$=MID$("one  two  threefour five six
  ...   seveneightnine",A%*5-4,5):=A$+LEFT$(B$,INSTR(B$
  ... +" "," ")-1)

Directory pathname - BLib.Pathname
The function FNPath_Name returns the pathname of the current directory, prefixed with the disk number. The function FNPath_Full is almost the same, but it returns the disk name instead of the disk number.

    DIM name% 31

    DEFFNPath_Name:A%=6
    DEFFNPath_Full:A%=&106
    LOCAL n$,p$:REPEAT:X%!1=name%:CALL &FFD1
    ?(name%+2+?name%+?(name%+?name%+1))=13
    n$=$(name%+2+?name%):*DIR ^
    n$=LEFT$(n$,INSTR(n$+" "," ")-1)
    p$=n$+"."+p$:UNTILn$="$"ORn$="&"
    p$=LEFT$(p$,LENp$-1):OSCLI"DIR "+p$
    IFA%=6:X%!1=name%:CALL &FFD1:?(name%+1+?name%)=13
  ... :n$=$(name%+1):IFn$<>"":=":"+n$+"."+p$
    X%!1=name%:A%=5:CALL &FFD1
    ?(name%+1+?name%)=13:n$=$(name%+1)
    n$=LEFT$(n$,INSTR(n$+" "," ")-1):=":"+n$+"."+p$

The functions FNPath_Lib, FNPath_LibFull, FNPath_URD and FNPath_URDFull use the FNPath_Name and FNPath_Full functions to give the pathnames of the library and user root directories.

    DEFFNPath_Lib
    LOCAL a$,b$:a$=FNPath_Name:*DIR %
    b$=FNPath_Name:OSCLI"DIR "+a$:=b$
    :
    DEFFNPath_LibFull
    LOCAL a$,b$:a$=FNPath_Name:*DIR %
    b$=FNPath_Full:OSCLI"DIR "+a$:=b$
    :
    DEFFNPath_URD
    LOCAL a$,b$:a$=FNPath_Name:*DIR &
    b$=FNPath_Name:OSCLI"DIR "+a$:=b$
    :
    DEFFNPath_URDFull
    LOCAL a$,b$:a$=FNPath_Name:*DIR &
    b$=FNPath_Full:OSCLI"DIR "+a$:=b$

This is an example of what would be returned by the functions:

	FNPath_Name	would return 	:0.$.Progs.Temp
	FNPath_Full	would return	:ProgramDisk.$.Progs.Temp
	FNPath_Lib		would return	:1.$.Library
	FNPath_LibFull	would return	:UtilsDisk.$.Library
	FNPath_URD		would return	:0.$.User1
	FNPath_URDFull	would return	:MyDisk.$.User1

These functions will work on any Acorn machine, including Archimedes/RISC OS, and on any filing system that recognises the ^ directory. The short name functions (ie FNPath_Name, FNPath_Lib, FNPath_URD) are suitable for using as a pathname, eg for *CAT or *DIR. The path returned by the full path functions that include the diskname can only be used for filing operations on filing systems that recognise named disks, ie NFS and RISC OS filing systems.
Program Environment Functions
Command line tail
HADFS, RISC OS and the *MCode command allow BASIC programs to be run as *commands. This function allows the command tail to be retrieved, and also gets the host type and the command that started the program. So if a BASIC program PROG was run with *PROG Hello, then FNOS_GetEnv would return "Hello" and run$ would be set to "*PROG" if MCoded or "PROG" if CHAINed or "" if nothing can be found.

   DEFFNOS_GetEnv:LOCALA$,A%,X%,Y%:X%=1:os%=((USR&FFF4)AND
  ... &FF00)DIV256:DIMX%-1
    IFos%=32:IFPAGE>&FFFF:SYS"GetModuleFileName",0,X%,255
  ... :A$=$$X%:run$=A$:=@cmd$
    IFos%=32:A$=$&100
    IFLENA$=0:IFPAGE>&7FFF:run$=$&8100:SYS"OS_GetEnv"
  ... TOA$,,A%:SYS"OS_WriteEnv","",A%:A$=MID$(A$,1
  ... +INSTR(A$+" "," ",1+INSTR(A$," "))):IFLENA$=0:A$=run$
    IFLENA$=0:IF?(TOP-3):A$=$&600 ELSE IFLENA$=0
  ... :A$=$(PAGE-&300)
    A%=INSTR(A$+" "," "):run$=LEFT$(A$,A%-1)
  ... :IFrun$<>"":=MID$(A$,A%+1)
    Y%=X%DIV256:A%=9:?X%=0:X%!1=X%+16:X%!16=0:CALL&FFD1
  ... :A%=X%+16:IF!A%AND?A%+A%?2<>8:A%?(A%+1)=13:=$(A%+1)
    =""

This function works on the BBC/Master I/O processor, the 6502, Z80, 32016 and ARM CoProcessors, Arthur, RISC OS, BBC BASIC(86) and BBC BASIC(Win). It needs 270 free bytes above the end of variable space for temporary workspace. As FNOS_GetEnv is usually called before most variables are set there should be sufficient space.

On Arthur and RISC OS it gets the command tail using the SYS call OS_GetEnv. On pre-BASIC V, the SYS token is listed and can be entered as LOADATN with no spaces between LOAD and ATN. Next, any command line passed with BBC BASIC for Windows is looked for. Then the command line passed on BBC BASIC(86), BBC BASIC(65) and BBC BASIC(80) is looked for; and if there is no run name, it finally checks to see if there is an HADFS or UNIX command tail available. If no command tail can be found anywhere, then a null string is returned. This function is used in programs like ETree and TreeCopy.

The following function can be used to run a BASIC program or *command, passing it a command line:

    DEFPROCos(A$):IFA$=""ORASCA$=42:OSCLIA$:ENDPROC
  ... ELSE CHAINA$

If the passed command starts with a '*', it is called as a command. If not, it is CHAINed as a BASIC program.
HADFS functions
HADFS Version number
FNhadfs_ver returns the HADFS binary version number. This is the version number*100 for versions before 0.52 and version number*10 for versions 5.20 onwards, ie HADFS 0.48 returns 48 and HADFS 5.20 returns 52.

    DEFFNhadfs_ver=((FNargsA(&FD)+3)AND&FF)-3

The +3 and -3 are so that early version of HADFS, or non-HADFS filing systems return a value of -3 so easy comparisons can be made, eg

    IF FNhadfs_ver<40 THEN PRINT "Must be HADFS 0.40 or later":END

Number of channels
You can change the number of channels available on HADFS using *OPT5. This function will find out how many channels are available.

    DEFFNhadfs_chns=2+(FNbyte(90,6,255)AND&30)DIV16

Preserving directory context
OSARGS &FD can be used to read HADFS's Currently Selected Directory (CSD), so that it can be set to something else using *DIR, and then restored later. The LIB and URD can also be preserved and later restored in this way.

  csd%=FNargs(&FE,25,0)    :REM Read CSD
  *DIR somewhere
	:
  Do something here
	:
  csd%=FNargs(&FD,25,csd%) :REM Restore CSD

The *Disks command uses this method to switch between disks without losing where it was to start with.
Adding extra drives with OSWORD 90
Extra drives can be added by intercepting the OSWORD 90 call. The following is an example listing of some code to do just this by creating a RAM-disk in JIM. JIM is the area of memory at &FD00 which is reserved for access to multiple pages of extra memory. A paging selector is accessed at address &FCFF in FRED. The RAM-disk would have to be initialised with *INSTALL d $ Name DxxxK where xxx is the amount of memory available, and d is the drive number. Setting drive=27 gives drive R.

The file $.Extras.JimDisk/s contains the code for intercepting via WORDV. This efficiency of this listing is not what it could be, as it is programed for clarity rather than for speed. The code in MkIntern is highly optimised, but is thereby much harder to read.

RAM-based intercepting WORDV	       ROM-based using service call 8

addr=&A8:sect=addr+4:ptr=&AE		addr=&A8:sect=addr+4:ptr=&F0
drive=27:REM drive R			drive=27:REM drive R

Redirect WORDV to point to OswordCall,
with old WORDV preserved in OldWord.

.NotForMe					.NotForMe
LDA #90
.NotOsw90					.NotOsw90
LDX ptr:LDY ptr+1			LDX &F4:LDA #8:LDY ptr+1
JMP (OldWord)				RTS
.OswordCall					.Service8:\ Unknown OSWORD
CMP #90:BNE NotOsw90			LDA &EF:CMP #90:BNE NotOsw90
:
\ Routine common to RAM or ROM-based:
.Osword90
LDY #0:LDA (ptr),Y:BNE NotForMe	:\ First check &0600 marker
INY:LDA (ptr),Y:CMP #6:BNE NotForMe
LDY #9:LDA (ptr),Y
CMP drive:BNE NotForMe			:\ Check for drive number
LDY #11:LDA (ptr),Y
BMI NotForMe:BEQ NotForMe		:\ b7 commands dealt by HADFS
CMP #3:BCS NotForMe			:\ Just do Read and Write
:
\ Control block now holds:
\ 2..5=addr
\ 6..8=sector
\ 9   =drive (already checked)
\ 10  =number of sectors
\ 11  =type   1=write, 2=read
:
LDX #7						:\ Preserve workspace memory
.SaveLoop
LDA addr,X:PHA:DEX:BPL SaveLoop
LDY #2						:\ Get address & sector
.AddrLoop
LDA (ptr),Y:STA addr-2,Y

\ RAM-based routine			:\ ROM-based routine:
INY:CPY #8:BNE AddrLoop:INY:INY	INY:CPY #10:BNE AddrLoop

INY:LDA (ptr),Y:TAX			:\ Get number of sectors
INY:LDA (ptr),Y			:\ Get Read/Write
CMP #1:BEQ Write
LDA &27A:BPL ReadLoop
LDA addr+2:AND addr+3:CMP #&FF
BNE TubeRead
:
.ReadLoop					:\ Read to I/O memory
JSR SetSector
.ReadLoop2
LDA &FD00,Y:STA (addr),Y:INY
BNE ReadLoop2
JSR NextAddress
BNE ReadLoop:BEQ IOEnd
:
.TubeRead					:\ Read to Tube memory
TXA:PHA						:\ Save number
LDA #1:JSR ClaimTube
PLA:TAX						:\ Restore number
.TubeReadLoop
JSR SetSector
.TubeReadLoop2
LDA &FD00,Y:STA &FEE5:INY
JSR TubeDelay:JSR TubeDelay
BNE TubeReadLoop2
JSR NextAddress
BNE TubeReadLoop:BEQ TubeEnd
:
.Write
LDA &27A:BPL WriteLoop
LDA addr+2:AND addr+3:CMP #&FF
BNE TubeWrite
:
.WriteLoop					:\ Write from I/O memory
JSR SetSector
.WriteLoop2
LDA (addr),Y:STA &FD00,Y:INY
BNE WriteLoop2
JSR NextAddress
BNE WriteLoop:BEQ IOEnd
:
.TubeWrite					:\ Write from Tube memory
TXA:PHA						:\ Save number
LDA #0:JSR ClaimTube
JSR TubeDelay:JSR TubeDelay		:\ Write needs starting delay
PLA:TAX						:\ Restore number
.TubeWriteLoop
JSR SetSector
.TubeWriteLoop2
LDA &FEE5:STA &FD00,Y:INY
JSR TubeDelay:JSR TubeDelay
BNE TubeWriteLoop2
JSR NextAddress
BNE TubeWriteLoop
.TubeEnd
JSR TubeRelease
.IOEnd
:
LDX #0						:\ Restore workspace
.LoadLoop
PLA:STA addr,X:INX:CPX #8
BNE LoadLoop
LDY #11:LDA #0:STA (ptr),Y		:\ Claim call
RTS
:
.SetSector					:\ Set the JIM page select
LDA sect+1:STA &FCFE			:\ Select hi byte
LDA sect:STA &FCFF			:\ Select lo byte
LDY #0:RTS
:
.NextAddress				:\ Inc. sector and address
INC sect:BNE NextAd2:INC Sect+1
.NextAd2
INC addr+1:BNE NextAd3
INC addr+2:BNE NextAd3
INC addr+3
.NextAd3
DEX
RTS
:
.ClaimTube					:\ Tube claim and release
PHA
.ClaimLoop
LDA #&C0+36:JSR &406:BCC ClaimLoop
PLA
LDX #addr AND 255:LDY #addr DIV 256
JMP &406
: 
.ReleaseTube
LDA #&80+36:JMP &406
:
.TubeDelay					:\ Delays by 12us
JSR TubeD2
.TubeD2
RTS

BBC BASIC on different machines
BBC BASIC has been implemented on many machines, and it is often useful to find out exactly what hardware a program is running on. On all Acorn hardware, this is simple enough, as INKEY-256 and OSBYTE 0,1 give unique values for the machine you are using. However, some machines do not implement negative INKEYs, and so would just wait about 12 minutes for you to press a key, and some do not let you do an OSBYTE call. There are ways around this though. In this discussion, the following BASICs will be refered to:

    BBC BASIC(2/4)	6502 BASIC, as supplied in the BBC and Master
    BBC BASIC(32)	32000 BASIC, as supplied with the 32016 CoPro
    BBC BASIC(V)	ARM BASIC, as supplied with RISC OS or ARM
			CoProcessors
    BBC BASIC(Z80)	Z80 BASIC, for Acorn CPM, Torch CPN, Tatung
			Einstein, Cambridge Z88, Amstrad Notepad, or modified for Tube
			with BBC I/O, Sinclair Spectrum or Amstrad CPC
    BBC BASIC(86)	80x86 BASIC, for PC machines
    BBC BASIC(Win)	80x86 BASIC for PCs running Windows
    BBC BASIC(X)	C-coded BASIC, for UNIX platforms
    Brandy BASIC		Brandy BASIC

BBC BASIC(2/4) and BBC BASIC(V) could also be called BBC BASIC(65) and BBC BASIC(ARM). Some of the above can also be run on RISC OS under emulation.

BASIC 65, 32 ARM store the program in memory starting from PAGE with a CR, and ending with xx,CR,&FF where xx is the last character of the final line. BASIC Z80, 86 and Win store the program ending with CR,00,&FF,&FF. BASIC 65, 32 and ARM always have access to the MOS and FILE calls and allow INKEY-256. This allows us to use ?(TOP-3)=0 to indicate Z80/86/Win or 65/32000/ARM, and to indicate whether we can make a call to &FFxx or do INKEY-256.

OSBYTE 0,1 will return 6 indicating an RISC OS/Archimedes when running on an emulator. BBC BASIC(ARM) running native always has PAGE>&8000. This can be used to indicate native.

BASIC(86) starts with HIMEM>&FFFF, and BBC BASIC(Z80) always has HIMEM<&FFFF, so this check can be used to distinguish between Z80 and 80x86. When running on Windows, PAGE>&FFFF, on DOS PAGE<&10000. BBC BASIC(86) allows only three MOS calls, OSBYTE 0,1 which returns 32, OSBYTE 135 to read the character at the cursor position and OSWORD 10 to read character definitions

BASIC(Z80) may run under CPM or not under CPM. All CPM calls go through a jump vector at address &0005. In some BASIC(Z80) environments, the &0005 call returns zero to indicate non-CPM mode. In other environments, there isn't a jump vector there at all. If we first test to see if there is a jump vector there and if there is call it with C% set to 12 to ask for the CPM version number, we can find out if we are running under CPM. If the call returns zero, then we are running in a non-CPM environment that allows MOS and FILE calls. If we are running in a non-CPM environment we are probably running on a Cambridge Z88 or an NC100. The Z88 has its reset routine at location 0 starting with a &F3 byte. This distinguishes between Z88 and NC100, neither of which have any MOS or FILE calls.

    REM Works on I/O,T6502,Arc,TZ80bbc,PC,CPM,Unix,NC,Z88,Einstein
    DEFFNOS_GetEnv:LOCAL A%,X%,Y%,A$
    cpm%=0:dos%=0:win%=0:bbc%=0:os%=-1:arc%=0:unix%=0:z88%=0:nc%=0
    bbc%=?(TOP-3)<>0:IFNOTbbc%:dos%=HIMEM>&FFFF:
  ... IFNOTdos%:cpm%=?5=&C3:IFcpm%:C%=12:IFUSR5=0:bbc%=TRUE:cpm%=0
    IFbbc%ORdos%:A%=0:X%=1:os%=(USR&FFF4 AND&FF00)DIV256
    IFNOTbbc%ANDNOTdos%ANDNOTcpm%:z88%=?0=&F3:nc%=NOTz88%:A$=$&A000
    arc%=(os%=6 AND PAGE>&8000):unix%=os%=8
    IFarc%:LOADATN"OS_GetEnv"TOA$:A$=MID$(A$,1+INSTR(A$,
  ... " ",1+INSTR(A$," ")))
    DIMX%-1:IFos%=32:IFPAGE>&FFFF:win%=TRUE:SYS"GetModuleFileName"
  ... ,0,X%,255:X%?255=13:A$=LEFT$($X%,INSTR($X%,CHR$0)-1)
  ... :=@cmd$ ELSE IFos%=32:A$=$&100
    IFLENA$=0:IFbbc%:A$=$&600 ELSE IFLENA$=0:A$=$&3800
    A%=INSTR(A$+" "," "):run$=LEFT$(A$,A%-1)
  ... :IFrun$<>"":=MID$(A$,A%+1)
    DIMX%-1:Y%=X%DIV256:A%=9:?X%=0:X%!1=X%+16:X%!16=0:CALL&FFD1
  ... :A%=X%+16:IF!A%AND?A%+A%?2<>8:A%?(1+?A%)=13:=$(A%+1)
    =""

The above routine returns any command line parameters and sets the following global variables: run$ is set to the command used to start the program, os% contains the host operating system value (see below); cpm%, dos%, win%, bbc%, unix%, arc%, z88% and nc100% are flags indicating what hardware is running. These can be used to indicate the following:

os%	Host os value (see below)
run$	Pathname used to start the program
bbc%	Calls to &FFxx and INKEY-256 ok, names are :d.$.dirname.leafname cpm%	Calls to &0005 allowed, filenames are d:filename.xtn
dos%	filenames are d:\dirname\filename.xtn
win%	running on 32-bit Windows, long filenames and SYS available
unix%	filenames are /dirname/filename
arc%	extended BASIC functions allowed
nc%	running on an Amstrad NC100/150/200
z88%	running on a Sinclair Z88

Host OS values returned in os% include the following:
	-1 : Unknown		 6 : Archimedes/Acorn/RISC OS
	 0 : Electron		 7 : Springboard
	 1 : BBC			 8 : Unix
	 2 : BBC B+
	 3 : Master 128	30 : Amstrad CPC
	 4 : Master ET		31 : Spectrum
	 5 : Master Compact	32 : IBM-type PC
8 HADFS technical information		      
General
Sectors 0-1 usually contain a DFS catalogue with a DFS !Boot file embedded in the catalogue. Sector 70 contains the disk name and free space map. Sector 71-73 contains the root ($) directory. All names are padded with spaces.
Sector 0-1
Sectors 0 and 1 may contain a DFS catalogue with a boot file to select HADFS. The first six bytes of sector zero will contain "HADFS",&00 to indicate this. Otherwise, sectors 0-1 are ignored and may contain other data, eg an ADFS free space map or a DFS catalogue.
Sector 70
  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 
|                   Disk name                   |    &00,(C)JGH,&00     | 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
								    HADFS disks are identified 
 18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 1F	 			  by this string
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
|DskID|Date |MaxSec|Flag| 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

&18-&19:		DskID	Disk id - created pseudo-randomly when a new disk
						is created
&1A-&1B:	Date	Date of creation:
						&1A b7-b3: day
						&1A b2-b0: (year-1981)DIV16
						&1B b7-b4: (year-1981)MOD16
						&1B b3-b0: month
&1C-&1E:	MaxSec	Maximum number of sectors. Last sector number+1.
&1E-&1F:	Flag	b15:	0=Small Disk, 16-bit Free Space Map
							1=Large Disk, 24-bit Free Space Map
						b14:	Don't overwrite disk with *INSTALL
						b13:	Mount this drive as URD
						b12:	Mount this drive as LIB
						b11:	Mount this drive as CSD
						b10-b9:	unused
						b8:	Don't modify sectors 0-1
				If b15=0:	b7-b3:	unused
						b2:	Partitioned disk
						b1:	Split disk, eg 40*2
						b0:	Small Data disk
				If b15=1:	b7-b0:	MaxSec b16-b23




Small Disk Free Space Map:
 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 2B 2C ... F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FD FE FF
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+- - - - -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
|Start| Len |Start| Len |Start| Len |         |00 00|00|   Reserved   | 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+- - - - -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

Large Disk Free Space Map:
 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2A 2B 2C ... F7 F8 F9 FA FB FC FD FE FF
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+- - - - -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
| Start  | Length | Start  | Length |         |00 00 00|   Reserved   |
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+- - - - -+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

The free space map is terminated by a Start=0. The last entry ends at &F7. With a full free space map, &F8/&F9/&FA contains a zero terminator.
Directories
There are two types of directory. Small Directories are 32 x 24-byte entries, Large Directories are 24 x 32-byte entries. Large Disks always use Large Directories. Small Disks default to Small Directories, but can use Large Directories.

Small Directory layout:
&000 Dir. Header  &0C0 Entry 8      &180 Entry 16     &240 Entry 24
&018 Entry 1      &0D8 Entry 9      &198 Entry 17     &258 Entry 25
&030 Entry 2      &0F0 Entry 10     &1B0 Entry 18     &270 Entry 26
&048 Entry 3      &108 Entry 11     &1C8 Entry 19     &288 Entry 27
&060 Entry 4      &120 Entry 12     &1E0 Entry 20     &2A0 Entry 28
&078 Entry 5      &138 Entry 13     &1F8 Entry 21     &2B8 Entry 29
&090 Entry 6      &150 Entry 14     &210 Entry 22     &2D0 Entry 30
&0A8 Entry 7      &168 Entry 15     &228 Entry 23     &2E8 Entry 31

Large Directory layout:
&000 Dir. Header  &0C0 Entry 6      &180 Entry 12     &240 Entry 18
&020 Entry 1      &0E0 Entry 7      &1A0 Entry 13     &260 Entry 19
&040 Entry 2      &100 Entry 8      &1C0 Entry 14     &280 Entry 20
&060 Entry 3      &120 Entry 9      &1E0 Entry 15     &2A0 Entry 21
&080 Entry 4      &140 Entry 10     &200 Entry 16     &2C0 Entry 22
&0A0 Entry 5      &160 Entry 11     &220 Entry 17     &2E0 Entry 23














Directory header
Small Directories:
  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
|      Directory name         |Parnt|NN|CC|Link |DskID|BB|UU|First| Aux |
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

Large Directories:
  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
|       Directory name        |xxxxx|NN|CC| Aux |DskID|BB|UU| First  |00|
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

                         18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 1F
                        +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
                        |  Link  |00| Parent |00|
                        +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

SmallDir		LargeDir
&0A-&0B 	&1C-&1E 	Parent:	parent directory sector address
&0C			&0C	NN:	b0-b4:	number of entries
							b5:	reserved
							b6:	long object names present. If long
								object names are present, the load
								and execution address fields are
								used to hold characters 11 to 16 of
								the object name and bytes &10 and
								&11 hold the filetype.
							b7:	0=small dirs, 1=large dirs
&0D			&0D	CC:	cycle number
&0E-&0F		&18-&1A	Link:	sector of next directory chunk, or zero
&10-&11		&10-&11	DskID:	disk ID
&12			&12	BB:	b0-b1:	boot option
							b2-b3:	reserved
							b4-b7:	b8-b11 of user number
&13			&13	UU:		b0-b7 of user number
&14-&15		&14-&16	First:	sector of first directory chunk, or zero
&16			&0E	BB:	b0-b3:	reserved
							b4-b7:	b8-b11 of auxilary user number
&17			&0F	UU:		b0-b7 of auxilary user number















Directory entries
Small directories:
  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
| Object name and attributes  | Load Addr | Exec Addr | Len |Date |Sectr|
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

Large directories:
  0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  A  B  C  D  E  F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
| Object name and attributes  | Load Addr | Exec Addr |  Length   | Sector |
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

                            19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E 1F 
                           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
                           |00|MDate|MTime|CDate|
                           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

&00				contains &00 if the entry is deleted.
&00-&07			contain the attributes in bits 7: RWELrweP
&08	   b7:		'D' attribute - entry is a directory

In small directories:
&09	   b7:		b4 of (year-1981) of object modification date
&0D	   b6-b7:	b5-b6 of (year-1981) of object modification date
		   b5:		b29-b31 of object load address
&14	   b0-b2:	b16-b18 of length
		   b3-b7:	day of object modification date
&15	   b0-b3:	month of object modification date
		   b4-b7:	b0-b3 of (year-1981) of object modification date

In large directories:
&19				unused, set to &00
&1A	   b0-b2:	b4-b7 of (year-1981) of object modification date
		   b3-b7:	day of object modification date
&1B	   b0-b3:	month of object modification date
		   b4-b7:	b0-b3 of (year-1981) of object modification date
&1C	   b2-b7:	hours of object modification time
		   b0-b1:	b3-b5 of minutes of object modification time
&1D	   b5-b7:	b0-b2 of minutes of object modification time
		   b0-b4	seconds/2 of object modification time
&1E	   b0-b2:	b4-b7 of (year-1981) of object creation date
		   b3-b7:	day of object creation date
&1F	   b0-b3:	month of object creation date
		   b4-b7:	b0-b3 of (year-1981) of object creation date

All the sector entries in Big Directories are three bytes followed by a zero byte, to leave room for future extension of sector numbers to four bytes.







Extended Directories
To be able to store more than 31 or 23 entries in a directory, a directory can be extended by stringing together two or more directory chunks, where a directory chunk is three sectors containing directory information. The parent directory's entry for the directory points to the sector of the first chunk. The directory chunks' Link field points to the sector of the next chunk, the last chunk's Link field being zero. Each chunk's First field points to the sector of the first chunk, the first chunk's First field being zero.

Parent directory:
+-----------+-----+-----------+-----+---------+-----+-----------+-----+--
|Object name|     |Object name|     |DirName  |     |Object name|     |
+-----------+-----+-----------+-----+---------+-----+-----------+-----+--
								|
 +-----------------------<-+------------<--+
 |						 |
 v						 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 | 
|DirName  |Link |zero |	 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 |
				 |		 |
 +---------<--+		 |
 |						 |
 v						 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 | 
|DirName  |Link |First|	 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 |
		      |     |	 |
 +---------<-+     +->-----+
 |						 |
 v						 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 | 
|DirName  |zero |First|	 | 
+---------+-----+-----+	 |
				    |	 |
				    +-->-----+

If the directory's parent directory entry is also in an extended directory, the Parent field should point to the parent directory's first chunk, pointed to by the parent directory's First field. 
Sector Addresses
HADFS uses 256-byte sectors. Sectors are addressed by a four-byte value made up as &ddssssss where dd is the drive number and ssssss is the sector on that drive. All HADFS functions use four-byte sector addresses. Small Disks use 16-bit sector addresses, &000000 to &00FFFF, allowing a maximum disk size of 16M. Large Disks use 24-bit sector addresses, &000000 to &FFFFFF, allowing a maximum disk size of 4G.

As HADFS can access a maximum of 32 drives the combined four-byte drive and sector address ranges from &00000000 to &1FFFFFFF, theoretically capable of accessing 128G of disk space.


Mapping to physical disk sectors
Floppy disks are usually addressed H:C:S, that is, the sectors count upwards on one side of the disk, then upwards on the other side. This is called sequential addressing. On a DFS formatted disk (10 sectors/track), the second side always starts at sector 800. If you format a disk with fewer than 80 tracks, then there will be a gap just before sector 800, which must be reflected by a gap in the free space map, and the Split Disk flag must be set in the disk flags.
External drives
Valid drive numbers are 0-9, A-V, giving 31 drives. Current allocation is:
		Drive
		  0		First physical drive
		  1		Second physical drive
		  2		Third physical drive
		  3		Fourth physical drive
		  4		First partition on first IDE hard disk drive
		  5		First partition on second IDE hard disk drive
		  6		Second partition on first IDE hard disk drive
		  7		Second partition on second IDE hard disk drive
		  8		Third partition on first IDE hard disk drive
		  9		Third partition on second IDE hard disk drive
		  A		Fourth partition on first IDE hard disk drive
		  B		Fourth partition on second IDE hard disk drive
		  C-G	unallocated
		  I		Internal ROM files
		  J-L	unallocated
		  M		GoMMC RAM disk
		  N-Q	unallocated
		  R		RAM disk
		  S-V	unallocated

Drives 0 and 1 are the two physical drives that are accessed as drives 0/2 and 1/3 in DFS. Accessing drives numbered above 1 causes an OSWORD call for extra software to provide access to other drives. If there is no driving software the error Drive x not present is given if an attempt to access it is made.














The OSWORD call for the extra drives is:
		A=90 (&5A)
		XY+0:		0	Check for these values
		XY+1:		6	in these two locations.
		XY+2:		\
		XY+3:		 \ Address
		XY+4:		 /
		XY+5:		/
		XY+6:		\		\
		XY+7:		 > Start sector	 \   Four-byte
		XY+8:		/		 / sector address
		XY+9:		Drive number	/
		XY+10:	Number of sectors
		XY+11:	Call type and return code

		Call types:
			 1		write sectors
			 2		read sectors
			 3		request drive info
			 4		reserved	
			 5		park heads (do not claim)

			&80	user read sectors
			&81	user write sectors

To provide access to extra drives, you must intercept the OSWORD routine and check for OSWORD 90. You must only claim the call if the first two bytes are &00,&06 and the drive number is the drive you are supporting, and the call type is less than 128. Calls 128 and above are translated by HADFS into either an OSWORD &7F call or another OSWORD 90 call.

Calls 1 and 2 read and write the supplied number of sectors using the address in memory and the sector start. HADFS usually reads and writes between 8 and 64 sectors at a time, but you should be able to cope with the full range.

Call 3 should return the total number of sectors on the drive in XY+6 to XY+8 (&000000 meaning &1000000). If the number of sectors in XY+10 is not zero, the call should do a sector read, as call 2.

Call 4 is reserved for formatting disks.
 
Call 5 is issued when a *BYE comand is used. This should not be claimed, as it should be passed on to other driving routines.

Calls &80 and &81 are translated by HADFS into the required calls to read either the floppy drives by calling OSWORD &7F or an external drive by calling OSWORD 90. They should not be claimed or recognised in any way by the driving routines.



A return code of 0 indicates that all is well and the operation was provided. A return code of 1 to 7 (ie unchanged from the call type) indicates that the drive is not present. Return codes of 8 and above are used as disk error numbers. Some of these are:
		&06	Bad block			(IDE error &80)
		&08	Clock error
		&0A	Late DMA
		&0C	CRC error in ID		(IDE error &01)
		&0E	Data CRC error		(IDE error &40)
		&10	reserved
		&12	Drive read only
		&14	Track zero not found		(IDE error &02)
		&16	Write error
		&18	Sector not found		(IDE error &10)
		&1A	Media change request	(IDE error &08)
		&1C	Abort			(IDE error &04)
		&FE	Disk/drive not present	(IDE error &20)

Calls &80 and &81 translate an unchanged return code into:
		&FE	Drive not present

Error &10, Drive not ready, should never be returned. The routine should retry until the drive is ready, or another error is returned. Other return codes are reported as Disk error XX.

Selection of screen memory is taken care of by the HADFS code, and so the only I/O address supplied will be &FFFFxxxx. Addresses in the language processor should be taken care of by the driving routine using the Tube communication routines installed by the Tube code at &406. If there is no Tube present, then the supplied addresses will always be in the I/O processor, ie &FFFFxxxx.
Keyboard links
When using Opus EDOS on the BBC B and B+, the OSWORD &7F disk access routine only responds if EDOS is the currently selected filing system. If keyboard link 2 is make then EDOS always responds to the OSWORD &7F call, so allowing HADFS to access floppy drives.

Acorn DFS 0.90 has a bug in that is responds to all OSWORD calls numbered &80 and higher. This means that when HADFS looks for a default drive after *MOUNT or Shift-Break, when it tests the GoMMC drive DFS corrupts the HADFS workspace. To avoid this, if DFS 0.90 is present HADFS disables the GoMMC driver.

Due to the way of testing for DFS 0.90 the GoMMC driver is also disabled on a BBC B if DFS is actually completely absent. To enable the GoMMC driver on a BBC B which has no DFS present set keyboard link 2.
*OPT6 and *OPT7
The first time an access to drives 0 to 7 is made, it is made through OSWORD 90 as described above. If this is claimed, then all further accesses to that drive are made through OSWORD 90 until the next *HADFS, *MOUNT, *I AM or *BYE. Otherwise, accesses to drive 0 to 7 are made with internal drivers. Drives 0 and 1 access the floppy drive through OSWORD &7F. To force accesses to drives 0 to 7 to use external drivers via OSWORD 90, *OPT7,<drive> can be used. To make drive access return to using internal drivers use *OPT6,<drive>. *OPT0 resets all the *OPT6 and *OPT7 settings, and *OPT0,255 also clears the CMOS configuration settings.
Master CMOS configuration
On the Master series (or the BBC B or B+ with suitable expansion), the *OPT6/7 setting is saved in HADFS's CMOS byte at ROMnumber+30. The *OPT6/7,0 setting is stored on bit 7 and the *OPT6/7,7 setting in bit 0. The current setting can be shown with *STATUS HADFS. When running on a BBC B/B+, HADFS provides a *STATUS command to display the settings set by *OPT 6 and 7. It also shows the current date setting.

HADFS prior to v5.65 only stores the *OPT6/7,1 setting in bit 6.
Changing default drives
After a *MOUNT with no parameter, or after startup, HADFS needs to decide what drive to use. It does this by examining each disk present and then calling three OSBYTE calls to see if there is some software that wants to change the default drive. Normally, HADFS defaults to drive 0 if not told what drive to use explicitly.

The OSBYTE calls are:
	A=90, X=6, Y=64  Look for default drive
	A=90, X=6, Y=65  Look for default library drive
	A=90, X=6, Y=66  Look for default user drive

When there is a disk access after a *MOUNT or a startup, HADFS checks the disk flags on each drive from 31 down to 2. Then, OSBYTE 90,6,64 is called to see if there is a default drive to set the CSD to. If there is, the URD and CSD are set to this. OSBYTE 90,6,65 is then called to see if there is a default drive for the Library directory. If there is, then the directory $.Library is looked for on that drive. If there isn't, then the LIB drive is set to the CSD drive (which may have been set by OSBYTE 90,6,64), and $.Library looked for there.

If the OSBYTE call is not claimed, then the MOS sets the X register to &FF. If some software claims the OSBYTE call and sets the X register to a drive number, this will be in the range &00 to &1F for drive :0 to :V. HADFS checks bit 7 of the returned X to see if the OSBYTE call has returned a drive number.

This means that lower numbered drives have priority over higher number drives, and software responding to OSBYTE 90 has priority over any disks present.

The program MkIntern demonstates various OSBYTE call claiming when creating a drive in sideways RAM. It also shows how to call the Tube code for communicating with a second processor.
HADFS memory use
HADFS uses the following pages of memory:
	BBC		Master
	&0E00	&0E00	HADFS information
	&0F00		&0F00	Channel 26 buffer/FSM buffer/used for last few
						 bytes of LOAD
				&C000	Channel 25 buffer
	&1000		&C100	Channel 25 buffer/BBC DFS workspace
				&C200	Master DFS workspace
	&1100		&C300\
	&1200		&C400 }	Current directory
	&1300		&C500/
	&1400		&C600	Channel 27 buffer
	&1500		&C700	Channel 28 buffer
	&1600		&C800	Channel 29 buffer
  private w/s:	HADFS information when HADFS not selected.

On the BBC channel 25 is always used for input, as its buffer is also used for other purposes, and keeping channel 25 input-only means that HADFS doesn't have to keep saving the buffer to disk. If DFS is absent on a BBC, then channel 26 becomes available.

The lowest value that PAGE can be moved to on a BBC is:
	&1700		Loads/Saves/up to 4 channels open
	&1600		Loads/Saves/up to 3 channels open
	&1500		Loads/Saves/up to 2 channels open
	&1400		Loads/Saves/only 1 read-only channel open
	&1000		Loads/Saves/only 1 read-only channel open - but loading to
	&1000 will overwrite directory buffer, and reading a directory will
	overwrite memory at &1000
	&0E00	No access available - one load to &E00 can occur, but then
				workspace will be overwritten and no further access is available
Break and Reset
Most of HADFS's information is preserved over a Break or Ctrl-Break. All channels remain open and the CSD, URD and LIB remain selected. On a Ctrl-Break, any open channels are abandoned. On a Shift-Break, a *I AM BOOT command is issued, which abandons any open channels, mounts the default user drive and starts any auto-start sequence.





9 HADFS as an Econet environment     

HADFS disks have a similar structure to the file structure on Econet fileservers. Files have public and owner access strings, and directories can be given user account numbers.

Directories can be given a three-byte account number or user number using *ACCOUNT. When a directory is logged into with *I AM, then its user number becomes your current user number. When a file or directory is created, it is given the same user number as the directory it is in. You cannot do any modification actions in a directory that you do not own, and any files can only be accessed according to the right-hand (public) access string. *MOUNT sets your user number to that of the $ directory. *I AM to a non-existant directory does the same as *I AM $ on the default drive.

Entries can be made private by setting the 'P' option with *ACCESS. If an entry is private, it cannot be seen if you do not own the directory it is in.

The NFSFront ROM created by Extras.NFSFront/s provides OSWORD &14/0 (file-server interface) functions to simulate a file server and supports the following functions:

   14: Read disk names
   15: Read users		-> returns a pre-set list
   16: Read date and time	-> returns 00:00:00 on 0/0/1981
   25: Read server version	-> returns NFSFront version string
   26: Read free space	-> returns zero free space

*OPT2,5 will make OSARGS 0,0 return A=5, so pretending to be NET.

The program Extras.NFSTester tests some of the functions. Any other Econet-type programs will be in directory Extras.Econet.
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